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Glossary of Terms
Accessory dwelling unit (ADU): An accessory dwelling unit (ADU) is a smaller, independent residential
dwelling unit located on the same lot as a stand-alone (i.e., detached) single-family home. ADUs go by many
different names throughout the U.S., including accessory apartments, mother-in-law units, and granny flats.
ADUs can be converted portions of existing homes (i.e., internal ADUs), additions to new or existing homes
(i.e., attached ADUs), or new stand-alone accessory structures or converted portions of existing stand-alone
accessory structures (i.e., detached ADUs).
Active transportation: Active transportation refers to human-powered methods of travel, such as walking,
bicycling, or rolling to get from one place to another. Everyone uses active transportation at some point in a
trip, whether walking to a rail station, bicycling to work, or rolling home from a bus stop.
All-inclusive play equipment: Play equipment that is designed to accommodate users who experience
physical, mental, or emotional handicaps that may prevent them from using traditional play equipment.
Alternative scenario: The varying growth/development scenarios that were developed during the planning
process to represent different ways Fate could grow.
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) contains all the individual capital
infrastructure projects, large equipment purchases, and major studies for a local government, in conjunction
with construction and completion schedules, and subject to financing plans. The plan provides a working
blueprint for sustaining and improving the community’s infrastructure.
Character context zones: Zones of the City that identify the general development character, either rural,
suburban, or urban.
City Council: The governing body of the City of Fate.
Codify the fiscal checklist: Adopt code language that will incorporate a fiscal analysis into the review
and consideration of future development proposals within the City of Fate. Considerations of this fiscal
analysis will be related to whether a project will contribute to the long-term fiscal benefits for the City.
Community Vision: The comprehensive aspects of the community’s desires.
Community Wayfinding: Community Wayfinding is the art and science of moving people through a city,
town, or region to desired locations within them using a number of visual cues including, but not limited
to, guide signage, place identification, visual landmarks, space planning and various forms of experiential
graphic design.
“Complete Community” principle: A philosophy of developing a community where residents can live,
work, shop, and play within the city limits. A complete community contains a wide variety of employment
options. It contains a robust parks and recreation system and a diverse commercial sector. It encourages
avoidance of long commutes and spurs personal and financial investment in a community by its residents.

Indicates key terms used in the strategies for the plan value statements.
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Glossary of Terms
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC): City Council appointed members to serve as an
advisory body to support development of the comprehensive plan.
Cost per acre: Represents the average cost per acre to provide city services based on recent infrastructure
development.
Cost per person: Represents the general costs and infrastructure costs divided by the estimated number of
people in a scenario.
Design standards: Formal set of standards for development which require certain development character
and quality levels for the built and natural environment.
Development tools: Tools used for economic development within the city, including streamlined permitting,
financial incentives, and economic development agreements, among others, to incentivize high-quality
commercial and industrial development in appropriate locations.
Dwelling unit: A single dwelling unit for habitation.
Extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ): Designated area just outside of a municipal city limits that ranges
from ½ mile to 5 miles depending on the population size of the community. The ETJ of a community could
be annexed into the city limits through voluntary annexation. Recent changes in state legislation removed the
ability of cities to unilaterally annex land in the ETJ.
Fiscal responsibility: Concept that proposed development should be considered based on the long-term
potential fiscal cost or benefit to the City.
Floor area ratio (FAR): FAR is the ratio between a building’s total floor area and its site coverage. It is
calculated by dividing the gross square footage of a building by lot area.
Focus Area: Two areas within the City with defined boundaries that underwent additional planning and
design to develop more detailed concept maps to determine locations for more specific land uses. The two
areas were Downtown and the I-30/FM 551 interchange area.
General design height: Consideration for maximum height of a building within a particular place type
designation to be further explored in the update to the UDO.
General government cost: Represents a generalized number of what it costs to serve a typical singlefamily housing unit with city services.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS): A geographic information system (GIS) is a computer-based
system that creates, manages, analyzes, and maps all types of data. GIS connects data to a map, integrating
location data (where things are) with all types of descriptive information (what things are like there).
Goals: Broad statements that reflect the desired end state towards which planning efforts should be directed.
Indicates key terms used in the strategies for the plan value statements.
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Glossary of Terms
Gross density: This refers to the number of dwelling units on a tract of land divided by the total acreage.
Gross density may be identical for developments incorporating different lot sizes where individual parcels are
clustered and a percentage of the land is set aside for other uses.
Impact fees: Fees imposed on developers by a municipality to provide for new infrastructure that is needed
to accommodate the new development. In Fate, the City imposes impact fees for parks, roadway, water, and
wastewater based on an established calculation.
Live-work space: A structure or portion of a structure: (1) that combines a work activity with a residential
living area; (2) where the work component is limited to the uses of professional offices, artists’ workshops,
studios, or other similar uses and is located on the street level and may be constructed either as separate
units or as a single unit; and (3) where the ‘live’ component may be located on the street level behind the
‘work’ component or any other level of the building.
Long-term adaptability of buildings: Design considerations that account for potential changes in use
of a building. For example, a downtown mixed-use building that normally has ground-floor commercial may
use the ground floor space for residential uses until the demand for commercial space increases over time.
Another example would be to design large warehouse buildings so that they could easily be demised (have
interior walls added to create smaller spaces) to accommodate smaller industries in the future.
Long-term fiscal benefits: A fiscal condition where the revenue received by the City of Fate through
property taxes, franchise fees, sales tax, and other regular and predictable sources is sufficient to cover
the short- and long-term costs of public infrastructure maintenance, general administration, and all city
programs without incurring substantial debt or resulting in significant increases in property tax rates.
Minimum lot area: Represents the smallest size a lot can be within a given place type designation.
Missing middle housing: Missing middle housing types occupy a middle ground between single-family
homes and large apartment buildings. Once common, and still present in older neighborhoods of most
cities, they have largely been excluded by zoning that favors or mandates single-family use. Examples of
missing middle housing include townhouses, duplexes, triplexes, and cottage cluster housing.
Mixed-use development: The development of a tract of land, building, or structure in a compact urban
form with a mix of residential uses and non-residential uses. The layout of a mixed-use development may
be vertical or horizontal in design. An example may be a three-story downtown building with ground-floor
commercial and second- and third-floor apartments.
Multi-modal facilities: Facilities for people using a variety of means to travel. This may include park and
rides, bike racks, ride sharing/service stops (e.g., Uber and Lyft), bus stops, and resting areas for pedestrians.
Municipal Utility District (MUD): A political subdivision of the State of Texas authorized by the Texas
Commission of Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to provide water, sewage, drainage, and other utility-related
services within the MUD boundaries.

Indicates key terms used in the strategies for the plan value statements.
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Glossary of Terms
Non-Development Agreements (NDA): Guarantees the continuation of the extraterritorial status of a
certain piece of land and its immunity from annexation by the City of Fate for a certain period of time, and
subject to certain terms. In a general sense, if the land undergoes certain types of development, the NDA is
void and the property must annex into the City.
Pedestrian-scaled: Designed and built to prioritize the mobility and access needs for people traveling on
foot. Such considerations include wide sidewalks, narrow street crossings, mixed use districting (commercial
and residential in close proximity to one another, encouraging walking), and well-lit to maintain a safe
environment.
Placed-based attainable housing: Housing that is priced to be affordable for a wide range of Fate
residents, while maintaining quality and accessibility to amenities and commercial services. This concept
acknowledges that housing affordability can change for people at different stages of their lives (e.g., fully
employed middle age vs. retired and on fixed income).
Place Type: Building block used for the future land use map to represent different character areas with
associated list of supported land uses, zoning classifications, and development policies.
Policy Manual: Part of the comprehensive plan document that describes the community’s long-term
vision for sustainable growth over the next 10-20 years and includes the Future Land Use Map and an
implementation action plan for how the community vision will be achieved through policies and actions.
Preferred scenario: The resulting alternative growth scenario that incorporated feedback on the two
alternative growth scenarios. This scenario serves as the basis for the resulting Future Land Use Map.
Private-public ratio: Represents the estimated total value of private investment compared to the estimated
total liabilities that would be taken on by the City with a new development.
Public Improvement District (PID): A special district created by a city or county under the authority of
Chapter 372 of the Texas Local Code. The statute allows for a city or county to levy a special assessment
against properties within the District to pay for improvements to the properties within the District.
Public-private partnership: Public-private partnerships involve collaboration between a government
agency and a private-sector company that can be used to finance, build, and operate projects, such as
public transportation networks, parks, and convention centers. Financing a project through a public-private
partnership can allow a project to be completed sooner or make it a possibility in the first place. Publicprivate partnerships often involve concessions of tax or other operating revenue, protection from liability, or
partial ownership rights over nominally public services and property to private sector, for-profit entities.
Regional Economic Development Strategic Plan: Also known as a Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy (CEDS), this plan is not intended to provide guidance to individual cities and counties
about what they need to be doing in their economic development programs; rather, it allows stakeholders
to look at the North Central Texas region as unit of cities and counties that compete globally for employers
and workers, and therefore has a focus on capacity-building strategies like transportation, infrastructure,
education and healthcare, in addition to housing and environmental issues.
Indicates key terms used in the strategies for the plan value statements.
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Glossary of Terms
Rural-urban transect: Planning model that illustrates a system of development patterns that become
successively more urban in intensity and character.
Scenario planning: Process in which alternative futures of growth and development are compared to
determine a preferred vision for growth.
Strategic Playbook: Part of the comprehensive plan document that takes a deeper dive into key topics
of the plan, discusses issues and opportunities, and presents additional information about each of the
recommended plan strategies.
Strategies: Polices and actions that advance the intent of the goals of the plan and are measurable.
Streetscape: The area between building frontages on both sides of the street that includes the sidewalk,
roadway, and parking areas. Streetscape amenities often include seating, street trees, bike racks, and
public art.
Summit series: A series of three public meetings held during the plan process that featured keynote
speakers and updates on the plan development.
Tactical urbanism: An umbrella term used to describe a collection of low-cost, temporary changes
to the built environment, usually in cities, intended to improve local neighborhoods and city gathering
places. Tactical Urbanism is also commonly referred to as guerilla urbanism, pop-up urbanism, city repair,
or D.I.Y. urbanism. Some examples include parklets in downtown parking spaces to provide additional
outdoor dining for restaurants, little free libraries, community art, and temporary improvement and use of
vacant land for community gathering.
Thoroughfare plan: Planning effort that results in a future thoroughfare map that identifies the function
and design of existing and future roadways within the City.
Transitions/buffers between residential areas and other uses: Gradual and complementary
uses on the edge of residential uses that lessen the impact of nearby non-residential uses on those
neighborhoods. For example, a block of townhouses or small offices separating a traditional residential
neighborhood from a commercial center.
Unified Development Ordinance: The Unified Development Ordinance establishes the general
regulations for the development of land in the City of Fate. Its purpose is to protect the public health, safety,
and general welfare, and to implement the policies and objectives in the City of Fate Comprehensive Plan,
other adopted plans, and design criteria as may be amended from time to time.
Value statement: Reflects overarching community values that tie to the traditional elements of a
comprehensive plan (i.e. land use, transportation).

Indicates key terms used in the strategies for the plan value statements.
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List of Acronyms
AASHTO – American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials
ACS – American Community Survey
ADU – Accessory Dwelling Unit
BR&E – Business Retention & Expansion
CAGR – Compound Annual Growth Rate
CBD – Central Business District
CEDS – Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy
CIAC – Capital Impact Advisory Committee
CIP – Capital Improvement Plan
CPAC – Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee
CT – Connected Transportation System
DART – Dallas Area Rapid Transit
DFW – Dallas-Fort Worth
DI – Distinctive Identity
DPS – Department of Public Safety
EDA – Economic Development Administration
EMS – Emergency Medical Services
EO – Economic Opportunity
ETJ – Extraterritorial Jurisdiction
FLUP – Future Land Use Plan
FM – Farm to Market Road
GIS – Geographic Information Systems
GPM – Gallons Per Minute
HC – Quality Housing Choices
HOA – Homeowner’s Association
ICSC – International Council of Shopping Centers
ISD – Independent School District
LOS – Level of Service
MG – Managed Growth
MGD – Million Gallons Per Day
MTP – Master Thoroughfare Plan
MUD – Municipal Utility District
NAICS – North American Industry Classification
System
NAIOP – National Association of Industrial and
Office Properties
NCTCOG – North Central Texas Council of
Governments

NDA – Non-Development Agreement
NFPA – National Fire Protection Agency
NRPA – National Recreation and Parks Association
NTCAR - North Texas Commercial Association of
Realtors
NTMWD – North Texas Municipal Water District
PD – Planned Development
PID – Public Improvement District
PP – Places to Play
PTA – Primary Trade Area
PUD – Planned Unit Development
P&Z – Planning & Zoning Commission
RBA – Rentable Building Area
REF – Regional Ecosystem Framework
RFEI – Request for Expression of Interest
RFP – Request for Proposals
RFQ – Request for Qualifications
ROW – Right of Way
RMU – Residential Mixed-Use Special Overlay
District
SH – State Highway
SF – Square Feet
TAC – Technical Advisory Committee
TCA – Texas Commission on the Arts
TCEQ – Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality
TDA – Texas Downtown Association
TIF – Tax Increment Finance
TIRZ – Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone
TPL – Trust for Public Lands
TLOS – Target Level of Service
TML – Texas Municipal League
TPWD – Texas Park and Wildlife Department
TXDOT – Texas Department of Transportation
UDO – Unified Development Ordinance
ULI – Urban Land Institute
VD – Vibrant Downtown
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Introduction
As discussed in the Policy Manual future implementation of the comprehensive plan vision is guided by a threetiered structure, which is illustrated below. The following sections of the Strategic Playbook provide greater detail
about each of the value statement strategies and define the actions necessary to achieve the goals of the Forward
Fate Comprehensive Plan. Each strategy has defined strategy action items related to strategy type, timeframe,
priority, and cost consideration, which are shown in the legend below.

Value Statements
Reflect overarching community values that tie to the
traditional elements of a comprehensive plan.

Goals
Reflect desired end state towards which planning efforts
should be directed.

Strategies
Associated policies and actions that advance the intent of
the goals and are measurable.

Strategy Action Item Legend
Strategy Type

Investment

Policy

Operations

Regulation

Timeframe

Short-Term

Study

High Priority

Mid-Term

Long-Term

Ongoing

Cost Considerations

Less than $50K
XII

$50K-$100K

$100K-$500K

2040 Comprehensive Plan

More than $500K

No Significant
Additional Cost

To be Determined
by Future Study
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Managed Growth
Introduction
Growth management is a critical component to
current and long-range planning in communities. With
additional residential and commercial development
comes the need for extensions or expansions of utility
and roadway infrastructure as well as more demand
on existing City services such as police, fire, emergency
medical services, and waste collection. Growth that is
coordinated amongst different city departments, utility
providers, transportation providers, and developers is
essential for long-term prosperity.
As discussed throughout the Forward Fate
Comprehensive Plan, all components of community
development should be viewed through a fiscal lens.
Therefore, the short and long-term fiscal impacts of
development should be considered in terms of the
potential costs to provide services and infrastructure and
the potential revenue that future development would
generate.

1
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The overarching value statement for managed growth
(below) was developed based on input from the public,
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC),
elected and appointed officials, and staff.
“Fate will grow in a thoughtful manner that
is coordinated and that considers long-term
fiscal benefits and trade-offs of development.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to managed growth in Fate today and details
the goals and strategies associated with managed
growth as they were presented in the Community
Implementation section of Volume I.

Strategic Playbook

Key Issues & Opportunities
Most communities will face issues related to growth management. As discussed in the Community Assessment
Appendix and in the Policy Manual, some of the key issues and opportunities are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Infrastructure not keeping up with
growth

• Formalize the use of the fiscal
checklist to review future
development projects

• More demand on public safety
services as the City grows
• Infrastructure limitations in some
parts of the City
• Overuse of Municipal Utility
District (MUDs) and Public
Improvement District (PIDs) for
residential development
• Maintaining fiscal health

• Update Unified Development
Ordinance (UDO) to be
consistent with comprehensive
plan vision
• Continue updates to the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP), utility
master plans
• Keeping up with growth by
expanding police/fire stations and
services

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes
each of the managed growth strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on pages
53-54 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the managed growth strategies.

Managed Growth 2

Managed Growth (MG)

Goal MG-1
Encourage balanced, efficient, and flexible development patterns that support existing residents
and manage future growth in a fiscally sustainable manner.

Strategy MG-1.1
Prepare an update to the Unified Development
Ordinance to incorporate the development
strategies recommended in this comprehensive
plan update.

Regulation

Short-Term

High Priority

$100K-$500K

A near-term implementation step after the comprehensive plan is adopted is to update the Unified Development
Ordinance (UDO) that encompasses all of the development regulations for the City. Since the future land use
map presented in the Policy Manual does not constitute zoning, the zoning districts in the UDO need to be
updated to reflect the intent of the place types in the future land use map. In addition to zoning, other articles
of the UDO should be updated as well, including the use standards, design and development standards,
and subdivision regulations. The UDO will provide additional specificity for the concepts introduced in the
comprehensive plan, in particular the focus area recommendations for downtown and the I-30/FM 551
corridor area.
July 24, 2017

12.5

Key Term:
Unified Development
Ordinance
The Unified Development Ordinance
establishes the general regulations
for the development of land in the
City of Fate. Its purpose is to protect
the public health, safety, and general
welfare, and to implement the policies
and objectives in the City of Fate
Comprehensive Plan, other adopted
plans, and design criteria as may be
amended from time to time.

SPECIAL DISTRICTS

Block Perimeter
Is the sum total of all block face dimensions circumscribed by public or private streets and pedestrian facilities
with public access easements per the Special District requirements.
Build-to Zone (BTZ)
Is the area between the minimum and maximum front setbacks from the edge of the pedestrian easement
closest to the building facade. The principal building façade line shall be located within this area.

Illustration indicating the
location of the build-to zone
relative to the minimum and
maximum setbacks and the
building façade line

Building Façade Line
Is the location of the vertical plane of a building along a street frontage.

Section View – Gallery Building

Section View – Arcade Building

Representative example of standards from current UDO
City of Fate – UDO. Definitions
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Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-1.2
Evaluate future development proposals based on
their consistency with the established place types
and their relationship with surrounding land uses.

Policy

Ongoing

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

The future land use map presented in the Policy Manual is intended to serve as a blueprint for future growth
within Fate. Based on the desired character and mixture of uses, this plan considers locations for mixed-use,
commercial corridors, and varied housing types to position the community for future growth. As new development
proposals are submitted, they should be consistent with the character of the place types associated with the
future land use map. As the UDO is being updated, it may be determined that new zoning districts are needed
to more fully meet the intent of the place types.

Strategy MG-1.3
Codify the fiscal checklist to review future
development proposals.

Regulation

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

As discussed in the Policy Manual, an updated iteration of the fiscal checklist is recommended as part of
the Forward Fate Comprehensive Plan to ensure that developments are reviewed from a fiscal lens
moving forward. Reviewing any potential development in this manner will help strengthen the long-term
fiscal health of the community. The refined fiscal checklist is based on three overarching principles: land use
productivity, new costs, and public to private value ratio. Land use productivity refers to the value per acre
of the proposed development. New costs refer to the cost to provide City services such as utilities and public
safety. Finally, the public to private value ratio refers to a comparison of the investment that the private
developer makes to the ongoing investment the City has to make to continue to provide services. More
information about the fiscal checklist is discussed on pages 67-68 of the Policy Manual.

Key Term:
Codify the fiscal checklist
Adopt code language that will incorporate a fiscal analysis into the review and consideration of
future development proposals within the City of Fate. Considerations of this fiscal analysis will be
related to whether a project will contribute to the long-term fiscal benefits for the City.

Managed Growth 4

Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-1.4
Execute Non-Development Agreements (NDAs)
per agreed upon timelines in respective
agreements.

Policy

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

In Texas, Section 212.172 of the Local Government Code authorizes cities to enter into development agreements
with property owners of land within the City’s extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ). This agreement guarantees that
the property remain outside of the city limits as long as there is no development that occurs; if development
occurs, then the agreement is void and the property must be annexed into the city limits. This is significant
because once a piece of property is annexed into the city, then the city must provide services and the area is
subject to local zoning and development regulations. There are a number of properties that have these types
of agreements still in place with various timelines. When these areas are ultimately annexed into the City, the
future land use map identifies potential land uses for these properties at that time.

5

Key Term:

Key Term:

Non-Development Agreement
(NDA)

Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction
(ETJ)

Guarantees the continuation of the
extraterritorial status of a certain
piece of land and its immunity from
annexation by the City of Fate for a
certain period of time, and subject to
certain terms. In a general sense, if
the land undergoes certain types of
development, the NDA is void and
the property must annex into the City.

Designated area just outside of a
municipal city limits that ranges from
½ mile to 5 miles depending on the
population size of the community. The
ETJ of a community could be annexed
into the city limits through voluntary
annexation. Recent changes in state
legislation removed the ability of cities
to unilaterally annex land in the ETJ.

2040 Comprehensive Plan
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Managed Growth (MG)

Goal MG-2
Ensure public infrastructure is provided and maintained in a proactive manner.

Strategy MG-2.1
Continue annual updates to the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) to identify funding for
infrastructure needs.

Study

Ongoing

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

One way to ensure infrastructure is provided in a proactive manner is to prepare a CIP which identifies and
prioritizes projects related to public facilities and services. Capital improvement projects may include streets,
water, wastewater, electric, gas, drainage, public buildings and facilities, major equipment, and technology
improvements. The current CIP for Fate guides projects for Fiscal Years 2018-2022 and through the budgeting
process each fiscal year the city updates their one year and five year CIP. Once the Forward Fate plan has been
adopted, future iterations of the CIP should be aligned with the comprehensive plan. The prioritization criteria
that is used to rank projects in the CIP could be adjusted to reflect the community value statements identified
in the comprehensive plan as well as incorporate components of the fiscal checklist. Also, major projects that
are included in the strategies for this plan should be incorporated into the next CIP.

Key Term:
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)
A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) contains all the individual capital infrastructure projects, large
equipment purchases, and major studies for a local government, in conjunction with construction
and completion schedules, and subject to financing plans. The plan provides a working blueprint
for sustaining and improving the community’s infrastructure.

As a city grows services such as public safety must
grow to adequately serve the community

AS it grows, a city must provide the necessary utilities
and infrastructure
Managed Growth 6

Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-2.2
Implement the facilities and improvements
identified in the 2016 water and wastewater
master plans.

Investment

Long-Term

More than
$500K

As a growing community, the provision of infrastructure is an ever-changing responsibility. Master plans for water
and wastewater and subsequent impact fee project lists were developed in 2016 to guide future infrastructure
in Fate over the next 10 years. The 10-year water capital improvements plan recommended various waterline
projects and pump station improvements totaling approximately $21.6M. Additionally, the 10-year plan for
wastewater capital improvements recommended approximately $55.9M in sewer lines, force mains, and lift
stations. As additional commercial and residential growth in Fate occurs, demand for water and sewer will need
to be reassessed to ensure quality services for existing residents and to ensure that the impact fees are accurate.

Strategy MG-2.3
Continue to coordinate with other agencies
or businesses that provide residents public
services such as gas, water, electricity, and
telecommunications.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

It is the responsibility of the City of Fate to provide water and wastewater services to residents within the city
limits. However, there are other public services that are provided by other entities such as gas, electricity, and
telecommunications. It is important to coordinate with these other entities such as Atmos and Oncor to be
able to communicate with residents about any upcoming projects or planned outages. The importance of
coordination was made evident during the winter storm in February 2021 when various service providers had
outages.

Key Term:
Impact Fees
Fees imposed on developers by a municipality to provide for new infrastructure that is needed to
accommodate the new development. In Fate, the City imposes impact fees for roadway, water,
and wastewater based on an established calculation.
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Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-2.4
Integrate a GIS-based asset inventory
management software to better understand the
age of infrastructure and potential replacement
timeframes.

Investment

Short-Term

High Priority Less than $50K

A community often has several hundred miles of roadway and pipe infrastructure, many of which were installed
at different times and therefore will be due for maintenance or replacement at different times. Asset management
is a term used to describe identifying and tracking all of the assets in a community to better understand the
location, age, and condition of said assets. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a powerful tool that can
be used to keep track of these components in a single system and has spatial references. There are many
communities in the DFW area that have instituted some type of GIS-based asset management software that
could be used as a model (see Case Study).

Key Term:
Geographic Information System
(GIS)
A geographic information system
(GIS) is a computer-based system
that creates, manages, analyzes, and
maps all types of data. GIS connects
data to a map, integrating location
data (where things are) with all types
of descriptive information (what things
are like there).

Case Study
Pavement Condition Index, City of Garland
The City of Garland Streets Department has utilized
GIS to develop a Pavement Condition Index, which
applies a numerical rating of 1-100 to all roadways
within the City. The ratings correspond to the
percentage of pavement along the roadway that does
not have defects. Lower ratings are roadways that are
candidates for reconstruction and are prioritized as
part of the infrastructure construction program every
three years.
Source: www.garlandtx.gov/DocumentCenter/
View/1697/What-is-Pavement-Condition-Index-PDF

Strategy MG-2.5
Continue rate studies for water and sewer
approximately every five years.

Study

Mid-Term

Less than $50K

In order to appropriately account for future development and population growth, a municipality will routinely
review the rates charged for water and sewer utilities. In Fate, there is currently a tiered rate structure for water
and sewer consumption for residential and commercial users, both inside and outside the city limits. The rates
are tiered to encourage conservation and discourage waste. Typically, a community will update the rates in
conjunction with the water and sewer master plan; the master plans in Fate were last updated in 2016, but the
City should continued conducting rate studies more frequently.
Managed Growth 8

Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-2.6
Continue annual updates to the ‘cost to serve’
figure that is used as part of the development
review process.

Policy

Ongoing

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

City staff in Fate have been applying a fiscal lens approach to reviewing development proposals for some time.
One of the key metrics that staff looks at is the estimated total annual cost to provide public services based on
the number of proposed residential units. The ‘cost to serve’ figure is a comparison of the total cost of providing
services such as water, sewer, roadways, and public safety, divided by the total number of residential units within
the City. As of 2020, the estimated cost to serve one household in Fate for a year was $1,425. In order to
ensure that this financial analysis of proposed developments remains as accurate as possible, the City should
continue to update the cost to serve figure annually and continue to include the information in staff reports.

Strategy MG-2.7
Encourage renewable energy sources and continue
to promote the Texas Power Switch program.
Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Many electricity providers in Texas offer plans with renewable energy sources providing some or all of the
electricity generated through solar, wind, or hydropower. Additionally, individual residents or business owners
can install solar panels to utilize renewable energy directly. Although the City of Fate doesn’t provide electricity
to residents or businesses, the City could offer incentives for residents who install solar panels or other
renewable energy source. The City might consider integrating renewable energy into the overall fiscal checklist
(see discussion of MG-1.3 on page 4). Additionally, Fate has promoted the Texas Power Switch program in
the past, which is an independent program to help lower electricity bills by grouping residents to negotiate a
better rate overall. The plans that are offered to participants are all 100% renewable.
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Managed Growth (MG)

Goal MG-3
Provide efficient public safety and City services to maintain the health, safety, and welfare of
all residents.

Strategy MG-3.1
Assess the feasibility of separating the
Department of Public Safety (DPS) into distinct
police and fire departments as the City continues
to grow.

Operations

Mid-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Currently Fate has public safety officers that are cross-trained as police, fire, and EMS responders and they
are housed in a single Department of Public Safety. This is different from many larger communities that have
distinct police and fire departments. As Fate continues to grow, it would make sense to have separate police
and fire departments as the number of calls and specialized types of responses increase with population growth.

Strategy MG-3.2
Establish additional police and fire stations
concurrent with growth and accepted service
standards.

Currently there is just one police and fire station
within Fate located in downtown at the DPS
building. The National Fire Protection Agency
(NFPA) establishes service area standards for fire
station locations; this service area is a 1.5-mile
radius for urban areas and 2.5-mile radius for
rural areas. The current DPS building location
provides sufficient coverage at the rural service
area, but as Fate continues to develop and grow,
the one fire station location will not suffice for
the urban service area of 1.5-miles. Therefore,
additional fire stations will likely be required.
Likewise, for the police department, the national
average for response time is 5-7 minutes for a
priority call. Again, as Fate continues to grow, it’s
likely that an additional police station might be
required to ensure that those call times can be
maintained.

Investment

Mid-term

More than
$500K

Fate DPS Station
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Managed Growth (MG)

Strategy MG-3.3
Regularly evaluate police and fire staffing to
ensure adequate staffing levels to respond to
increased calls associated with growth.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Just as more community growth and development will necessitate additional fire and police stations, that
growth will also result in the need for more staff. With the development of each annual budget, staffing levels
should continue to be monitored to ensure that adequate staff exists to maintain accepted level of service and
response times even as growth continues.

High Priority Strategies
Of the 14 strategies identified for managed growth, seven of them are identified as high priority. These are strategies
that should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.1. Implementing
agencies and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as well. These
strategies represent key near-term next steps for realizing managed growth within the community.
Table 1.1 | Managed Growth High Priority Strategies
Reference
Number

Implementing
Agency

Partners

MG-1.1

Prepare an update to the Unified Development
Ordinance to incorporate the development strategies
recommended in this comprehensive plan update.

Planning &
Development

Developers,
Planning & Zoning
Commission, City
Council

MG-1.2

Evaluate future development proposals based on their
consistency with the established place types and their
relationship with surrounding land uses.

Planning &
Development

Planning & Zoning
Commission, City
Council

MG-1.3

Codify the fiscal checklist to review future development
proposals.

Planning &
Development

City Manager, City
Council

MG-2.1

Continue annual updates to the Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP) to identify funding for infrastructure needs.

Public Works

CIAC*

MG-2.4

Integrate a GIS-based asset inventory management
software to better understand the age of infrastructure
and potential replacement timeframes.

Planning &
Development

Public Works

MG-2.6

Continue annual updates to the ‘cost to serve’ figure
that is used as part of the development review process.

Planning &
Development

City Manager, Public
Works

MG-3.1

Assess the feasibility of separating the Department of
Public Safety into distinct police and fire departments as
the City continues to grow.

Public Safety

City Manager

Strategy

* Capital Impact Advisory Committee (CIAC)
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Managed Growth 12

Distinctive Identity
Introduction
Community identity is an intangible component that
many communities strive to have. Especially in the
Dallas-Fort Worth region with over 100 municipalities,
it can be hard to distinguish one community from the
next. Throughout the development of this comprehensive
plan, the importance of having a unique community
identity was brought up countless times. Since Fate is not
close to build-out at this time, there is ample opportunity
to create a distinctive identity in the future. That can be
achieved through placemaking strategies, concentrating
development at key corridors and activity centers, and
updating community design and development standards
to be based more in form and character.
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The overarching value statement for distinctive identity
(below) was developed based on input from the public,
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC),
elected and appointed officials, and staff.
“Fate will feature unique places and spaces
that are family-friendly and accessible to all.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to distinctive identity in Fate today and details
the goals and strategies associated with distinctive
identity as they were presented in the Community
Implementation section of Volume I.

Strategic Playbook

Key Issues & Opportunities
Since every community is at a different stage of their lifecycle, each will experience different issues related to
developing and maintaining their community identity. As discussed in the Community Assessment Appendix
and in the Policy Manual, some of the key issues and opportunities in Fate today are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Not many unique aspects of the
community that distinguish Fate
from other communities

• Opportunity along I-30 to
approach highway corridor
development differently

• Lots of homogeneous
neighborhoods with minimal
distinguishing features

• Opportunity to add gateways and
add streetscape features

• Lack of design and development
standards specific to creating
community character

• Further enhance downtown as the
central feature of the community
• Update development standards to
incorporate more expectations on
community form and character

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes
each of the distinctive identity strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on pages
55-56 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the distinctive identity strategies.

Distinctive Identity 14

Distinctive Identity (DI)

Goal DI-1
Support placemaking efforts that enhance the community character of Fate.

Strategy DI-1.1
Incorporate gateways as entryways into the
community to identify Fate to visitors.
Investment

Long-Term

$100K-$500K

One way to signify entrance into a community is through gateways, which are landmarks that demarcate
entrance into a city, district, neighborhood, or place of interest. A way for Fate to distinguish themselves from
the surrounding communities of Rockwall and Royse City would be to add gateways along I-30. TxDOT allows
one entry monument per community within the TxDOT right-of-way, so coordination and design should occur
now before the interstate is reconstructed through the community. Smaller gateways can also be added to
different districts of the community such as downtown. That would help signify downtown Fate as a special
place within the community.

Gateway monument for Cedar Crest Bridge in Dallas
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-1.2
Promote the inclusion of public art in public and
communal spaces.

Policy

Ongoing

Less than $50K

Public art is any piece of art that is placed in a public setting to be freely enjoyed by residents and visitors alike.
An example in Fate is the ‘Fate Brought Us Here’ mural in downtown. Public art is a great way to create interest
in an area and also to showcase local artists. Some communities have established public art programs to
allow public art to be rotated over time. In Keller, the public arts program consists of a number of permanent
sculptures located throughout the city as well as a rotating group of art pieces within City Hall. A Public Arts
Board was formed to help guide the commission and selection of the art pieces. Other communities have set
up large capital projects such as roadway construction to have a small percentage of funds dedicated to public
art. This is a small way to incorporate culture when doing large infrastructure projects within a community.

Strategy DI-1.3
Develop a community wayfinding program to
direct to key destinations.
Study/Investment

Mid-Term

$100K-$500K

A series of clear, well-executed wayfinding signs in a community can encourage exploration and help ensure
that both residents and visitors know what the community has to offer. An overall wayfinding program is
comprised of the individual signs that direct people to key destinations within the community. Components of
quality wayfinding signage include legibility, accessibility, and predictability. First, wayfinding signage should
be easy to read and decipher for the intended user – whether that is a motorist, cyclist, or pedestrian. Second,
the signage should be accessible to all types of users, including those in a wheelchair or with other disabilities.
Finally, the placement of signage should be predictable and facilitate directions to community destinations.

Key Term:
Community wayfinding
Community wayfinding is the art and science of moving people through a city, town, or region to
desired locations within them using a number of visual cues including, but not limited to, guide
signage, place identification, visual landmarks, space planning and various forms of experiential
graphic design.
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-1.4
Support neighborhood efforts to make gateway
improvements to instill neighborhood pride.
Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

As discussed in the Community Assessment, Fate has a number of quality, well-established neighborhoods
within the community. In order to promote neighborhood longevity and neighborhood pride, neighborhoods
should look into enhancing existing and adding additional neighborhood entry features or gateways. The
various Homeowners Associations (HOAs) would be responsible for initiating and funding these efforts, but
can work with the City to ensure that they meet setback requirements and landscaping standards.

Goal DI-2
Promote community growth at activity centers and key corridors.

Strategy DI-2.1
Promote a flexible framework for the I-30/FM 551
sub-area that is fiscally-sustainable, pedestrianscaled, high quality, and supportive of growth
of downtown and surrounding neighborhoods.

Policy

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

The I-30/FM 551 sub-area was studied in more detail as part of this comprehensive plan process. The resulting
recommendations considered redevelopment opportunities, creation of community nodes and sub-districts,
opportunities for connections to surrounding neighborhoods, multi-modal circulation, and walkability. When
the UDO and applicable zoning regulations are updated, the sub-area framework should be utilized as a guide
for how the design and development standards are written for that area. More detail regarding the sub-area
framework is found in the Appendix.

Key Term:
Pedestrian-scaled
Designed and built to prioritize the mobility and access needs for people traveling on foot. Such
considerations include wide sidewalks, narrow street crossings, mixed use districting (commercial
and residential in close proximity to one another, encouraging walking), and well-lit to maintain
a safe environment.
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-2.2
Encourage retail and commercial growth along
Highway 66, FM 551, Ben Payne Rd, and I-30
as key corridors within Fate.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Today, commercial and retail land uses only make up 2.7% of all land in Fate and is mostly concentrated along
the I-30 corridor, in downtown, and along the northern parts of Highway 66. As shown in the Future land use
map, there are several place types that support commercial and retail uses, including supportive commercial,
mixed-use center, and downtown core. The areas of the City identified as these place types generally correspond
with the key corridors, including Highway 66, FM 551, Ben Payne Road, and I-30. When talking with potential
retailers about locating in Fate, these areas should be prioritized through economic development efforts.

Strategy DI-2.3
Continue efforts to brand Downtown Fate as
the community and cultural center of the City.
Operations

Downtown Fate has experienced tremendous
growth and momentum in the past several
years, including the Villages at Fate,
Pablo’s restaurant, It’s Fate Creamery, the
downtown community park, and the DPS
building. More restaurants and mixed-use
developments are in the works for other parts
of downtown. Through efforts of city staff
Downtown should continue to be promoted
for new development since it is the heart
of the community. There is an existing
webpage on the City’s website dedicated to
promoting downtown and showing progress
with development; as downtown continues
to grow there could be a separate website
dedicated to downtown. There could also
be a downtown merchant’s group started
to coordinate needs of business owners
downtown. All of these efforts would help
to further solidify downtown Fate as the hub
of the community and help draw interest.

Ongoing

1 3 Story Mixed-Use

5 Townhome/Commercial

2 Brewpub/Mixed-Use

6 Residential for Sale

3 3-story Mixed-Use

7 3-Story Mixed-use

Sauce & Vine
4 Restaurant

8 Developable Lots

Downtown Revitalization Map
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High Priority

No Additional
Costs

9 Developable Lots
Mixed-Use
10 Development
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-2.4
Allow for attached single-family, townhomes,
and other lifestyle housing within areas identified
as mixed-use and dynamic neighborhood place
types.

Regulation

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Residential uses in Fate today are very homogeneous, with only 18 currently occupied multi-family units in the
entire city and over 700 multi-family units in the pipeline or currently under construction. The Future Development
program introduces new place types that would allow for different types of quality residential options beyond
what exists today. The dynamic neighborhood place type allows for both attached and detached single-family
and multi-family dwelling units, such as townhomes and apartments. Additionally, the mixed-use center place
type allows for mixed-use buildings with upper-floor residential and ground floor space for retail or other nonresidential uses. The update to the UDO should incorporate design and development strategies to ensure that
the inclusion of these new types of residential fit seamlessly with the existing uses.

Key Term:
Mixed-use development
The development of a tract of land, building, or structure in a compact urban form with a mix of
residential uses and non-residential uses. The layout of a mixed-use development may be vertical
or horizontal in design. An example may be a three-story downtown building with ground-floor
commercial and second- and third-floor apartments.

Goal DI-3
Establish building and site design standards that enhance the appearance and character of Fate.

Strategy DI-3.1
Incorporate code requirements for block
configurations that enhances walkability,
connectivity, and pedestrian-oriented uses.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

Collectively, the recommendations in the Forward Fate Comprehensive Plan are intended to maintain
and enha nce the overall quality and character of the built environment within Fate. The information included
in the place type descriptions in the Policy Manual should serve as a framework for updating the UDO with
more specific design and development standards. Recommendations for components that enhance character
and quality of life such as walkability, connectivity, and pedestrian-oriented uses should also be included.
Particularly in downtown, requirements for shorter block distances should be considered to aid in pedestrians
being able to cross the street safely more frequently.
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-3.2
Work with partners to enhance streetscape
amenities along key corridors and within the
downtown and IH-30/FM 551 focus areas.

Investment

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

First impressions of a community are often from the windshield of a car; therefore, the streetscape of a community
is important to convey a positive image. Streetscape refers to the roadway and adjacent sidewalk and parking
areas. In areas that are intended to be walkable such as downtown and the IH-30/551 sub-areas, it is critical
to incorporate pedestrian-scaled amenities into the streetscape such as seating, lighting, shade trees, other
landscaping, and bike racks. There are various funding sources that can be used for enhancing streetscape
such as the TxDOT Green Ribbon program. More specific requirements for streetscape features should be
incorporated into the design and development regulations for the two sub-areas.

Strategy DI-3.3
Incorporate considerations for long-term
adaptability of buildings when updating code
requirements.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

One strategy that fiscally resilient communities can utilize is adaptive reuse, which is essentially repurposing
an existing structure for a new use. Just like most people move residences at many times during their lifetime,
businesses may not always stay in the same location. In order to prevent long-term vacancy of buildings, the
buildings can initially be designed to account for potential changes in use. Some big-box stores are designed
to have a short life-span; if the store owners do not decide to reinvest in the building, they would more likely
just build new somewhere else, leaving the big box store vacant and potentially blighted. But if these buildings
were designed so that they could be split up into smaller spaces for another type of use it’s less likely for the
building to sit vacant and unproductive for long. An example of recent adaptive reuse is in the City of Abilene
where an old department store was repurposed as a police department building.

Key Term:
Streetscape
The area between building
frontages on both sides of the
street that includes the sidewalk,
roadway, and parking areas.
Streetscape amenities often
include seating, street trees,
bike racks, and public art.
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Key Term:
Long-term adaptability of buildings
Design considerations that account for potential
changes in use of a building. For example, a downtown
mixed-use building that normally has ground-floor
commercial may use the ground floor space for
residential uses until the demand for commercial
space increases over time. Another example would
be to design large warehouse buildings so that they
could easily be redesigned (have interior walls added
to create smaller spaces) to accommodate smaller
industries in the future.
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

Strategy DI-3.4
Incorporate updates to building form
requirements based on the intended character of
the place types described in this comprehensive
plan.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

Most traditional development codes in this country regulate very basic components such as use and setbacks.
However, there is a way to incorporate more regulations regarding building form in order to achieve an overall
community character. A form-based code is a version of development regulations that result in more predictability
in the built environment by using building form as the key underlying principle for the code instead of uses. In
a form-based code, mixture of uses is encouraged and the focus is more on the relationship of buildings to the
streetscape and adjacent uses. Once Fate begins the update to the UDO, they should consider incorporating
elements of form into the update.

Case Study
Abilene
Many communities have utilized existing buildings to retrofit them to be used for another purpose. One
such example of adaptive reuse is in Abilene, Texas. An old department store that was sitting vacant was
purchased by the City and retrofitted into the police headquarters. An old Kmart store had a large enough
building shell to be retrofitted to what the police department needed. The cost to adapt the existing building
was less than what it would have been if the City would have built an entirely new building.

Abilene Police Station in retrofitted department store
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Distinctive Identity (DI)

High Priority Strategies
Of the 12 strategies identified for distinctive identity, three of them are identified as high priority. These are strategies
that should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.2. Implementing
agencies and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as well. These
strategies represent key near-term next steps for realizing a distinctive identity within the community.
Table 1.2 | Distinctive Identity High Priority Strategies
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Reference
Number

Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

DI-2.1

Promote a flexible framework for the I-30/FM 551
sub-area that is fiscally-sustainable, pedestrian-scaled,
high quality, and supportive of growth of downtown and
surrounding neighborhoods.

Planning &
Development

Developers,
Landowners

DI-2.3

Continue efforts to brand Downtown Fate as the
community and cultural center of the City.

Economic
Development

City Manager

DI-2.4

Allow for attached single-family, townhomes, and other
lifestyle housing within areas identified as mixed-use and
dynamic neighborhood place types.

Planning &
Development

Planning & Zoning
Commission City
Council

2040 Comprehensive Plan
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Quality Housing Choices
Introduction
Especially since the COVID-19 pandemic, people have
been spending more time at home. Having a safe,
comfortable, and quality place to live is a basic human
need and in an area like the DFW region, there are
lots of communities to choose from. There isn’t much
variety in choice of housing in Fate today; the majority
of homes are single-family detached units with a median
value of $256,800 (based on 2020 appraised values).
As Fate continues to grow and mature over the next
10 plus years and beyond, the importance of housing
choice will continue to become more prevalent. The
traditional single-family neighborhood serves the family
demographic well but is often not the first choice of
residents at different stages of their life such as young
professionals just starting out in their career and seniors
who are looking to downsize. The goals related to
quality housing choices focus on supporting efforts to
preserve neighborhood quality, encouraging a mix of
housing types, and promoting quality of life amenities
for residential areas.
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The overarching value statement for quality housing
choices (below) was developed based on input from
the public, Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (
CPAC), elected and appointed officials, and staff.
“Fate will have a diverse range of housing
options for residents at all stages of their
lives.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to quality housing choices in Fate today
and details the goals and strategies associated with
quality housing choices as they were presented in the
Community Implementation section of Volume I.
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Key Issues & Opportunities
Fate faces some significant issues related to housing, but also has significant opportunities to capitalize on moving
forward. As discussed in the Community Assessment Appendix and in the Policy Manual, some of the key
issues and opportunities in Fate today are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Need more mixture of housing
types

• Opportunity to experiment with
different housing types

• Median rent is much higher than
median mortgage cost

• Opportunity to incorporate
missing middle housing types

• Less than 20 multi-family units in
Fate today

• Give opportunity to residents at
all stages of their lives to be able
to find a place to live in Fate

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes
each of the quality housing choices strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on
pages 57-58 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the quality housing choices strategies.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Goal HC-1
Support initiatives for the preservation of neighborhood quality and longevity.

Strategy HC-1.1
Establish a neighborhood forum with HOA’s and
neighborhood organizations to discuss issues and
opportunities.

Operations

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

Within Fate there are a number of Homeowners Associations (HOAs) and neighborhood organizations. These
groups typically are very well-organized and meet regularly to discuss neighborhood business. One way to
bring the different neighborhoods together to discuss common issues would be to establish a neighborhood
forum. These forums would also serve as a way to improve government transparency as representatives from
the City would be involved to share information with the neighborhood groups and help facilitate neighborhood
planning efforts. In the beginning, these forums would best occur on an annual basis and could occur more
frequently later on.

Strategy HC-1.2
Continue administering the rental registration
program within the city.
Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Effective January 1, 2020, the City of Fate established a Rental Registration and Inspection Program to ensure
that rental properties within Fate are safe and in good condition to protect renters as well as to protect the
property values of nearby homes. Under the current requirements, rental property owners are required to
register their properties annually, denoting who the owner is and who the property management representative
is. Upon any new tenant or change in ownership, an inspection will be performed by the City. There is also an
associated annual fee for both single-family and multi-family units. This program is important to ensure that
rental properties are maintained and so they do not become a blight in the neighborhood. Some neighborhoods
in other communities have had issues with absentee landlords not taking care of their rental properties, so this
is an important strategy to help prevent that from occurring.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Strategy HC-1.3
Support efficient code enforcement efforts by
increasing the number of inspectors as the number
of residential units increase.

Operations

Mid-Term

To be
determined

The code enforcement division of the Building Inspections Department is responsible for inspecting residential
and commercial buildings to ensure that they are consistent with the latest code standards before a permit
can be granted or a certificate of occupancy can be issued. Code enforcement is important to maintain the
quality of Fate’s neighborhoods and to help resolve issues that may impact quality of life. Like other growing
communities, Fate does not have enough code enforcement officers to keep up with the residential growth.
As the number of new residential units continue to grow, the number of code enforcement officers should also
increase so the development process is not bogged down. Staff should review the number of residential permits
in the pipeline each year when budgeting for new staff.

Strategy HC-1.4
Ensure appropriate transitions or buffers between
residential areas and other uses.
Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

As discussed in previous sections, the UDO can provide guidance on many different design and development
standards. Beyond providing guidance on the design and character of individual place types, it can also provide
guidance on how the different place types relate to one another. Zoning exists in part to ensure that land uses
adjacent to each other are complementary and not conflicting. The UDO can provide further guidance by
outlining specifics regarding transitions or buffers between residential areas and other uses. Examples of such
transitions include a change in residential density to serve as a transition from single-family to commercial, or
an open space buffer.

Key Term:
Transitions or buffers between residential areas and other uses
Gradual and complementary uses on the edge of residential uses that lessen the impact of nearby
non-residential uses on those neighborhoods. For example, a block of townhouses or small offices
separating a traditional residential neighborhood from a commercial center.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Strategy HC-1.5
Continue coordination with the school districts to
plan for new school locations where needed due
to growth.

Ongoing

Operations

No Additional
Costs

The City of Fate is located within two Independent School Districts (ISD): Rockwall ISD and Royse City ISD.
School districts in Texas do similar planning as cities to determine what the future demographics will be and
to plan for new school sites to meet future demand. Within the City of Fate, there are two proposed school
sites that will serve existing and future neighborhoods. In terms of place type suitability, schools are not zoned
as a specific district but are rather allowed in all of the place types. Continued coordination with the school
districts will be vital to coordinate plans related to future growth for both entities.

Strategy HC-1.6
Discourage future creation of MUDs or PIDs for
future single-family residential.

Policy

Ongoing

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

In Texas, there are alternative taxing authorities that can be created to provide utilities or improvements to an
area. Within Fate, there are two neighborhoods that were established as a Municipal Utility District (MUD) and
one neighborhood that was established as a Public Improvement District (PID). Residents in these neighborhoods
pay an additional MUD or PID property tax as well as city taxes. The MUD and PID taxes pay for the cost of initial
infrastructure (e.g., water, roads, sewer, drainage, etc.). While it may have made sense financially at the time
for these neighborhoods to be created through a MUD, most MUDs are located within an ETJ of a community
outside of the utility service area, which is not the case in Fate. Moving forward, it will be a policy of the City
to discourage future creation of MUDs or PIDs for single-family residential developments within the city limits.

Key Term:

Key Term:

Municipal Utility District (MUD)

Public Improvement District
(PID)

A political subdivision of the State
of Texas authorized by the Texas
Commission of Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) to provide water, sewage,
drainage, and other utility-related
services within the MUD boundaries.
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A special district created by a city or
county under the authority of Chapter
372 of the Texas Local Government
Code. The statute allows for a city or
county to levy a special assessment
against properties within the District
to pay for improvements to the
properties within the District.

Strategic Playbook

Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Goal HC-2
Encourage a mix of quality housing types within the community.

Strategy HC-2.1
Consider expanding allowance of Accessory
Dwelling Units (ADUs) and missing middle housing
types in more zoning districts.

Regulation

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Housing options in Fate today are fairly homogeneous as roughly 97% of residential units are single-family
detached residential. That essentially prevents people who either can’t afford a traditional single-family home
or do not want that lifestyle from living in Fate. The concept of missing middle housing is to provide more
variety of housing types between single-family homes and apartments that meet the needs of more residents at
different stages of their lives. This may include duplexes, townhomes, cottage homes, and live-work buildings.
The zoning codes in many communities tend to exclude these types of missing middle housing unintentionally.
Another opportunity to diversify the housing options offered in a community is by allowing accessory dwelling
units (ADUs). Allowing for ADUs within certain zoning districts would expand the types of residential options
allowed within Fate; an example of a nearby community recently allowing ADUs is in Plano (see Case Study).

Key Term:
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)
An accessory dwelling unit (ADU) is a smaller, independent residential dwelling unit located on the
same lot as a stand-alone (i.e., detached) single-family home. ADUs go by many different names
throughout the U.S., including accessory apartments, mother-in-law units, and granny flats. ADUs
can be converted portions of existing homes (i.e., internal ADUs), additions to new or existing
homes (i.e., attached ADUs), or new stand-alone accessory structures or converted portions of
existing stand-alone accessory structures (i.e., detached ADUs).

Key Term:

Case Study

Missing middle housing

Residential Backyard Cottage Permit, Plano, TX

Missing middle housing types occupy
a middle ground between single-family
homes and large apartment buildings.
Once common, and still present in the
older neighborhoods of larger existing
city’s, they have largely been excluded by
zoning that favors or mandates singlefamily use. Examples of missing middle
housing include townhouses, duplexes,
triplexes, and cottage cluster housing.

As a primarily built-out community, new homes in Plano
are hard to come by and many residents want to be able
to age in place. In 2019, the City adopted an ordinance
allowing backyard cottages if certain conditions are
met in order to offer more housing options within the
community. To be eligible to construct a backyard
cottage, the minimum required property size is 6,000
SF and at least one additional off-street parking space
is also required. The City expects that approximately
250 units could be built in the next 10 years.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Strategy HC-2.2
Conduct a housing study to evaluate short and
long-term needs for different housing types.
Study

Mid-Term

$50K-$100K

As part of this comprehensive plan, a high-level market analysis was conducted to determine the potential
demand for new single-family and multi-family units within Fate. A more detailed housing study should be
undertaken to identify specific housing needs in the future. This type of study can address housing options
available in Fate today, near-term and long-term expected demand for different housing types, need for
affordable housing, and strategies moving forward.

Strategy HC-2.3
Update the minimum density requirements for
different residential districts consistent with the
recommendations in this comprehensive plan.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

The current Fate UDO identifies densities for different residential districts expressed as ‘X dwelling units per acre.’
This is to indicate how many units are allowed within a given area. The residential place types recommended
in this comprehensive plan differ slightly from what is currently allowed in the zoning code today. For example,
there is no current standard for multi-family in the current UDO, so there would be recommendations for that
type of residential density in the dynamic neighborhood and mixed-use center place types. In order to realize
the vision of the different residential place types, the densities included in the updated UDO should reflect
what is recommended in the Community Development section of the Policy Manual.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Strategy HC-2.4
Encourage the inclusion of place-based attainable
housing to allow opportunities for residents to live
in Fate at all stages of life.

Policy

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Life-cycle housing choice is a term used to describe a community that has housing options for everyone,
regardless of their stage in life. Young professionals just starting out may not have as much to spend on a down
payment for a home, while families might be seeking more room as their families grow, and finally seniors may
be looking for an opportunity to downsize to a smaller home while still wanting to age in place. Another critical
component with choice is attainability. There should be a range of housing prices available so that people in
the workforce (such as teachers and police officers) are able to afford a home in the community in which they
work. Some communities require a certain number of units to be at an affordable rate within new developments.

Key Term:
Placed-based attainable housing
Housing that is priced to be affordable for a wide range of Fate residents, while maintaining quality
and accessibility to amenities and commercial services. This concept acknowledges that housing
affordability can change for people at different stages of their lives (e.g., fully employed middle
age vs. retired and on fixed income).

Example of single-family attached housing

Example of single-family attached housing
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Goal HC-3
Promote quality of life amenities for all residential areas.

Strategy HC-3.1
Promote pedestrian connectivity within
neighborhoods and linking neighborhoods to
surrounding areas and destinations within the city.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Trail and sidewalk connectivity were identified as an important quality of life component as part of this
comprehensive plan process. In order to make the community more walkable, more pedestrian connections
are needed to connect neighborhoods with other destinations. Most of the newer residential development
within Fate has incorporated sidewalks and trails, but the focus moving forward should be to connect with
other neighborhoods and to destinations across the city such as downtown and the I-30 corridor mixed-use
center area.

Strategy HC-3.2
Collaborate with the development community
to encourage high quality and varied building
materials.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

In Texas, the state legislature currently prohibits cities from requiring stricter building materials than what is
required in the International Building Code standards. This has hamstrung many communities and ultimately
led to more planned unit developments that incorporate more quality building materials to match what
consumers are looking for. Cities are able to collaborate with the development community outside of standard
requirements to encourage high quality and varied building materials. The Planned Unit Development (PUD)
process is one way, and another is to show that return on investment in the long run is likely greater when
higher quality materials are used.
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Quality Housing Choices (HC)

Strategy HC-3.3
Support the placement of schools, parks, and
places of assembly where they provide an
appropriate transition between land use and are
a complementary scale.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Ancillary uses such as schools, parks, and places of public assembly are not designated as their own place
type within the Future land use map presented in the Part II of the Policy Manual. Instead, these uses are
generally allowable in all of the place types since they are supporting uses to the development that occurs in
those areas. However, the context and location of these uses should still be closely considered so as to not
cause conflicts with surrounding residential development in particular. Site design and placement standards
can be incorporated into the UDO update to ensure that these ancillary uses are of a complementary scale
to the surrounding uses.

High Priority Strategies
Of the 13 strategies identified for quality housing choices, three of them are identified as high priority. These
are strategies that should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.3.
Implementing agencies and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as
well. These strategies represent key near-term next steps for realizing quality housing choices within the community.

Table 1.3 | Quality Housing Choices High Priority Strategies
Reference
Number

Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

HC-1.6

Discourage future creation of MUDs or PIDs for future
single-family residential.

Planning &
Development

City Council

HC-2.1

Consider expanding allowance of accessory dwelling
units (ADU) and missing middle housing types in more
zoning districts.

Planning &
Development

Planning & Zoning
Commission, City
Council

HC-2.4

Encourage the inclusion of place-based attainable
housing to allow opportunities for residents to live in
Fate at all stages of life.

Planning &
Development

City Manager
(Econ. Dev.)
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Connected
Transportation System
Introduction
The backbone of any community is the transportation
system that serves it. As a growing community, Fate
faces some challenges related to growth outpacing
capacity on roadways. However, the City recently
updated the master thoroughfare plan within the last
year and is working with Rockwall County on roadway
improvements that were included with recent bond
packages. The primary mode of transportation in Fate
today is single-occupancy vehicles; there are no public
transit options available and the existing trails primarily
serve as recreation corridors instead of for bicycle or
pedestrian commuting purposes. Therefore, the goals
related to a connected transportation system focus on
creating a multi-modal network; further building out
Fate’s thoroughfare system; and working with partners
to expand, improve, and maintain the transportation
system.
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The overarching value statement for a connected
transportation system (below) was developed based
on input from the public, Comprehensive Plan Advisory
Committee (CPAC), elected and appointed officials,
and staff.
“Fate will support a safe, accessible, and
efficient system for multiple transportation
modes.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to a connected transportation system in Fate
today and details the goals and strategies associated
with a connected transportation system as they were
presented in the Community Implementation
section of Volume I.

Strategic Playbook

Key Issues & Opportunities
Fate faces some key issues and opportunities related to transportation, especially as the population continues to grow
and traffic increases. As discussed in the Community Assessment Appendix and in the Policy Manual, some of
the key issues and opportunities in Fate today are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Rapid residential growth is
causing an increase in traffic,
particularly at key intersections

• Implement the 2020 master
thoroughfare plan

• There are a limited number of
major thoroughfares within Fate
• Safety issue exists at the SH 66/
William Crawford intersection
adjacent to the railroad
• There are minimal opportunities
to use trails or bikeways in Fate
today

• Increased access with the
planned roadway projects in
association with the City of Fate
Rockwall County bond package
• Add safer bicycle/pedestrian
connections across I-30 in
conjunction with the highway
widening project
• Continue to implement trails
and sidewalks to provide more
connectivity throughout the city

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes each
of the connected transportation system strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables
on pages 59-60 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the connected transportation system strategies.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Goal CT-1
Further develop the network of sidewalks, trails, and bikeways that connect to key destinations
such as parks, schools, areas of employment, and downtown.

Strategy CT-1.1
Coordinate with regional entities to implement
regional trail projects.
Investment

During the community engagement process
for this plan, trails were frequently identified
as a desired amenity amongst residents.
Developers are required to construct internal
trails within a new neighborhood and today
there are approximately 14 miles of total
multi-use trail in Fate. There have also been
additional regional trails identified within
Fate that would connect to surrounding
communities such as Rockwall and Royse City.
One such regional trail that is in the initial
concept stages is located along the railroad
and Oncor easement that goes through
downtown Fate and connects to Rockwall and
Royse City. Partners that can help implement
this regional trail include North Texas Council
of Governments (NCTCOG) and the Rockwall
County Open Space Alliance.

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

Downtown Fate pedestrian walkway

Strategy CT-1.2
Develop safe, non-motorized routes in
conjunction with future crossings of I-30 to
connect to key destinations across the interstate.

Study/Investment

Long-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Like many communities, Fate is bisected by a major interstate that divides different parts of the city. TxDOT
is currently undergoing a major expansion of I-30 from Downtown Dallas out east into Hunt County. With
the expansion there will be three interchanges within Fate – the existing one at FM 551 and additional one
sat Ben Payne Road and Blackland Road. Woodcreek Boulevard is also planned to be extended down to the
westbound frontage road to provide additional access to I-30. With these improvements, it is imperative to
work with TxDOT and the County to ensure that safe and accessible pedestrian and bicycle accommodations
are included. That will better connect the two distinct areas of Fate and allow people that live south of the
interstate to safely travel to downtown Fate and vice versa.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Strategy CT-1.3
Complete a new Parks and Trails Master Plan
Study

Short-Term

High Priority

$50K-$100K

A comprehensive trails system plan for a
community assesses existing conditions of the
current network, identifies needs for additional
trails now and in the future, and recommends a new
network of proposed trails within the community.
The City has not undergone a comprehensive
trails plan to date. The 2015 Comprehensive Plan
included a chapter on parks and trails but in
order to be eligible for Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department (TPWD) funding and to help guide
the development of future trails, a new master
plan should be developed. It is most efficient to
do a combined parks and trails master plan to
look at those two aspects simultaneously.

Existing trail in Fate today

Strategy CT-1.4
Update applicable ordinances to designate multiuse paths to accommodate a variety of users.
Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

Section 6 of the City of Fate Design Criteria and Construction Standards stipulates that sidewalks should be
at least five feet wide and bikeways (for hike and bike purposes) should be at least eight feet wide. As the trail
and bikeway system in Fate expands, there should be further distinction made between multi-use paths and
bikeways. Multi-use paths should be a minimum of 10’ in width to be consistent with American Association
of State and Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) standards to safely accommodate multiple types of
users. Provision for certain aspects of the trail system to accommodate golf carts may also be a goal of updates
to theses standards. Furthermore, bikeways should refer to on-street accommodations such as bike lanes and
shared use lanes that can further be defined in the standards manual.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Goal CT-2
Build out of Fate’s thoroughfare system in a context-sensitive manner to ensure community
connectivity, safety, and access.

Strategy CT-2.1
Develop a mobility plan that incorporates multimodal facilities within the transportation system.
Study

The master thoroughfare plan that was adopted
in 2020 provides guidance for the design and
construction of future roadways within Fate. A
more comprehensive mobility plan will assess the
need for other modes of transportation beyond
just driving. A comprehensive mobility plan
considers all forms of transportation, including
driving, walking, cycling, and transit. Such a plan
also recognizes that transportation can play a
large role in achieving city goals other than just
mobility and access, such as public health and
sustainability. External partners that should be
involved in a mobility plan effort include TxDOT,
the County, NCTCOG, and other transportation
providers.

Mid-Term

Less than $50K

Key Term:
Multi-modal facilities
Facilities for people using a variety
of means to travel. This may include
park and rides, bike racks, ride
sharing/service stops (e.g., Uber and
Lyft), bus stops, and resting areas for
pedestrians.

Strategy CT-2.2
Consider updates to cross sections in the Master
Thoroughfare Plan that are reflective of the
character of the place type it is within.

Study

Short-Term

Less than $50K

A master thoroughfare plan generally will have typical cross sections associated with the different roadway
classifications to visually depict the make-up of the roadway. The master thoroughfare plan that was updated
in September 2020 classifies current and future roadways as either arterials or collectors and defines how
the number of lanes, the total right-of-way width, and whether the road is divided or undivided by a center
median. With the next update to the thoroughfare plan, the City should incorporate typical cross sections
that also depict the pedestrian and bikeway accommodations that are appropriate on the different roadway
types. Additionally, the context of roadways in certain areas should be different. For example, FM 551 through
downtown should be a different context than the roadway at I-30 and to the south. Through downtown there
should be a greater emphasis on slowing traffic, on-street parking, and the pedestrian.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Strategy CT-2.3
Implement recommended roadway connections
from the focus-area plan efforts.

Investment

Mid-Term

More than
$500K

As part of the focus-area plan efforts for downtown and I-30/FM 551, transportation corridors were
assessed in addition to land use and development character. In downtown, three new cross sections
were proposed for Black Oak Lane, typical downtown street, and 551/WE Crawford/E Fate Main. In
all of these proposed sections there are enhanced streetscape features including trees, lighting, and
wide sidewalk areas for pedestrians, amenities, and outdoor dining. All of the sections also incorporate
enhanced bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. Additionally, in the I-30/FM 551 focus area new grid
streets are proposed as well as a major east-west boulevard and new north-south core streets. Similar
to the downtown area, the proposed cross sections associated with these new roadways emphasize the
streetscape features and opportunities for on-street parking and pedestrian access. See Focus Area Plans
Appendix for more details on the proposed cross sections for these areas.

I-30/FM 551 Focus Area Street Framework Map
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Goal CT-3
Work with partners to expand, improve, and maintain the transportation system to support
current and future transportation needs of residents, businesses, and visitors.

Strategy CT-3.1
Pursue stable funding to support continuous and
long-term maintenance of roadways.
Investment

Short-Term

High Priority

To be
determined

As discussed throughout this comprehensive plan, the long-term maintenance of infrastructure is a major
consideration when trying to achieve overall fiscal responsibility. As new roadways are constructed, the longterm maintenance costs should be factored into the equation. There are alternative funding sources that other
communities have used to support long-term maintenance of roadways, including bonds or a street maintenance
fee. A street maintenance fee is a fee that is typically added to utility bills for the purpose of having a dedicated
fund to address street maintenance needs. In order to ensure that roadways in Fate remain in good condition,
these additional types of a funding should be explored.

Strategy CT-3.2
Coordinate with regional, state, and federal
partners to implement local and regional
transportation initiatives.

Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

The City of Fate does not maintain all of the roadways that exist in the community today; TxDOT maintains I-30,
FM 3549, FM 552, SH 66, and FM 551. Therefore, some roadway construction projects that occur within the
city limits will be led by other entities. An example is the upcoming expansion of I-30 through Fate – TxDOT
will be leading that project but should keep local communities like Fate in the loop. The City is also working
with Rockwall County on implementing projects previously approved as part of a bond package. The 2004
county bond identified a new interchange at I-30/FM 551 and the 2008 county road bond identified widening
SH 66 through Fate to a six-lane divided roadway. Additional coordination with these partners will continue
to be needed moving forward.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Strategy CT-3.3
Propose improvements to the SH 66 and Crawford
intersection.

Investment

Long-Term

More than
$500K

The intersection of SH 66, Crawford, and the railroad has long been identified as a problematic site for visibility
and safety. Particularly for motorists not familiar with the area, this intersection is not intuitive for those travelling
from downtown to the north or vice versa. The City has recognized that this intersection is an issue and has
begun initial work on developing preliminary design improvements. This strategy is associated with finding
funding to finalize the proposed design and implement the solution at the intersection to improve overall safety.

Strategy CT-3.4
Work with partners to implement current
bond projects and pursue future bond project
opportunities.

Investment

Ongoing

More than
$500K

Voters in Rockwall County
approved county-wide roadway
bonds in 2004 and 2008. There
were projects in Fate included in
both bond program years. These
projects include the reconstruction
of the I-30/FM-551 interchange
to be able to accommodate the
expanded I-30 and widening of
SH-66 through Rockwall, Fate, and
Royse City. Municipal bonds are one
way to secure funding for projects,
but the long-term debt payments
should be considered when deciding
to pursue bond funding moving
forward. Oftentimes communities
will need to raise taxes in order to
pay off bond projects.

Rockwall County Bond Program - I-30/FM 551 Interchange Project
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

Strategy CT-3.5
Evaluate the demand for alternative transportation
options as the City continues to grow.
Study

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

As mentioned previously, there is no public transportation in Fate today. Nearby communities like Rowlett and
Garland do have DART light-rail transit stations within their cities but they have been paying into the DART
system for quite some time. Other public transportation options to explore could include on-demand transit
services or municipal rideshare system like Via in Arlington. Other newer trends in transportation include
autonomous vehicles that would have major implications on the design of public spaces.

Case Study
Via in Arlington
Long recognized as the largest city in the country without public transportation, Arlington, TX has instituted a
successful municipal ride sharing service called Via. The service is on-demand and the vehicles are small shuttles
that will pick users up after hailing a ride on their smartphone or via a call-in number within a couple blocks of
their pick-up spot. One of the appealing aspects of Via is that it is flexible and is not limited to fixed routes and
schedules. The cost varies from $3 - $5 per trip, generally much less than Uber or Lyft. As of early 2021, Via is
now available citywide.

Strategy CT-3.6
Identify key nodes within the city to connect with
future extensions of the regional transportation
system.

Study

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

Fate currently has approximately 14 miles of trail, most of which is associated with residential development.
As Fate continues to grow, additional trails will be needed to accommodate increased demand. Once the
Regional Veloweb trail is implemented along the railroad and Oncor easement, there will likely be opportunities
to provide additional connections to this regional trail. An updated trails master plan can help to identify these
potential trail connections and key destinations to connect to the overall regional network.
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Connected Transportation System (CT)

High Priority Strategies
Of the 13 strategies identified for a connected transportation system, three of them are identified as high priority.
These are strategies that should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.4.
Implementing agencies and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as
well. These strategies represent key near-term next steps for implementing a connected transportation system within
the community.
Table 1.4 | Connected Transportation System High Priority Strategies
Reference
Number

Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

CT-1.2

Develop safe, non-motorized routes in conjunction with
future crossings of I-30 to connect to key destinations
across the interstate.

Public Works

TxDOT

CT-1.3

Complete a new Parks and Trails Master Plan.

Planning &
Development

Parks & Rec Advisory
Board, Rockwall
County Open Space
Alliance, TxDOT,
NCTCOG*

CT-3.1

Pursue stable funding to support continuous and longterm maintenance of roadways.

City Manager

City Council

* North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG)
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Places to Play
Introduction
An important quality of life component for all
communities is having quality places to enjoy passive
and active recreation opportunities. As a community
continues to grow it is essential that the parks, trails,
and recreation amenities expand to support the needs
and demands of residents of all ages and abilities. As
Fate is a relatively newer community within the DFW
Metroplex and has not reached build-out like many
of its peer communities, an opportunity exists for the
city to expand its parks and recreation services to be
destinations within the region. This can be achieved by
identifying and reaching level of service benchmarks for
park, trail, and recreation services, establishing design
standards for various park types, and creating a system
that is accessible and reflective of the community.
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The overarching value statement for places to play
(below) was developed based on input from the public,
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC),
elected and appointed officials, and staff.
“Fate will offer a variety of parks, recreation,
and trail amenities for active and passive users.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to places to play in Fate today and details the
goals and strategies associated with places to play as they
were presented in the Community Implementation
section of Volume I.

Strategic Playbook

Key Issues & Opportunities
Most communities will face issues related to parks and recreation, especially as a growing community focusing on
expansion of the current system. As discussed in the Community Assessment Appendix and in the Policy Manual,
some of the key issues and opportunities are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Limited number of parks that are
accessible to the general public

• Available undeveloped land that
can be used to grow the existing
park system

• Increasing demand for diverse
parks and recreation amenities
• Lack of a formal Parks and
Recreation Department
• Limited indoor recreation
opportunities

• Expand pedestrian and bicycle
facilities concurrently with future
development
• Implement inclusive play
equipment into existing and future
parks
• Determine long-term demand
and feasibility for a multigenerational recreation center

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes
each of the places to play strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on pages 6162 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the places to play strategies.
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Places to Play (PP)

Goal PP-1
Improve access for all residents to public park spaces.

Strategy PP-1.1
Continue to implement the park recommendations
from the most current Park and Trails Master Plan.
Investment

Ongoing

To be
determined

In 2015 the City adopted a Park and Trails Master Plan that identified opportunities for new park locations,
trails, and bikeways to best serve Fate’s park and recreation needs. Since adoption, the city’s population has
increased by over 10,000 residents or 128%, meaning that the overall level of service for park, trail, and
recreation facilities as a factor of City population has declined and demand for new amenities has increased.
As of 2020, over 30% of Fate’s parkland is maintained by HOAs and are not accessible to the community at
large. Therefore, it is increasingly important that the city continue to implement the recommendations from the
current master plan to create equitable park access to all residents. As the city continues to grow and recreation
demands increase and change it will be important to consider updating the current Park and Trails Master Plan.

Strategy PP-1.2
Regularly review fees and land dedication
requirements to ensure open space is preserved
and that the requirements reflect the true cost of
constructing a park with amenities.

Policy

Short-Term

High Priority

To be
determined

Article X of the City’s Unified Development Ordinance outlines park dedication and development regulations.
Currently, for new development or redevelopment of property within Fate a park development fee is charged to
the developer on a per dwelling unit basis. This fee is used for the development of a future park, equipment, and
amenities provided by the City. During development of a residential area the developer is required to dedicate
a portion of land to be developed as a neighborhood park or pay a fee-in-lieu of land. Routine review of the
ordinance should be conducted to make sure that adequate land is preserved for open space and that fees
appropriately reflect the cost of constructing parks and incorporating amenities that meet community demands.
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Places to Play (PP)

Strategy PP-1.3
Expand existing trail system to connect existing
and future park space.

Investment

Ongoing

More than
$500K

Trails provide opportunities for recreation as well as support alternative transportation options for commuting
throughout the community and connect to key destinations. The Parks & Trails Master Plan recommends an
extensive system of greenbelt trails, roadside trails, and Veloweb trails totaling 99 miles. Since plan adoption 4.8
miles of multi-use trails have been installed and 2.9 miles have been approved to be implemented in conjunction
with new development. To create a comprehensive trail system the facilities should accommodate a variety of
users such as pedestrians, bicyclists, and other modes of non-motorized transportation in a comfortable manner.
Expansion of the current system should include additional trail connections to increase accessibility to park
space for residents. A safe and easily navigable trail network is best achieved through the use of wayfinding
signage, wide comfortable paths, and frequent access points at neighborhoods and key destinations.

Strategy PP-1.4
Develop a comprehensive parks and recreation
master plan update to guide future development
of parks and recreation facilities.

Study

Long-Term

$50K-$100K

A park and recreation master plan helps a city to better understand the current level of service that park and
recreation amenities provide to a community as well as identifies unmet needs and interests. To remain up to
date with existing and future needs a master plan should be updated every five years and a new plan should
be adopted every 10 years. Additionally, an adopted park master plan provides an advantage when pursuing
grant funding. Through a comprehensive park and recreation master plan the City will be able to quantify park
level of service today and in the future, highlight demand for limited or missing amenities and programs, and
prioritize future projects. As a fast-growing community in the DFW Metroplex, Fate should consider developing
a parks and recreation master plan to continue to provide quality of life amenities to its residents and to be
competitive with peer communities.
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Places to Play (PP)

Strategy PP-1.5
Explore shared use agreements with the school
districts for public access to outdoor recreational
and sports facilities.

Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

As mentioned in Strategy PP-1.1, there is a significant amount of privately-owned park land, limiting public
access to available outdoor recreation and sports facilities. Shared-use agreements with school districts can
help fill this gap in service that exists in the current parks and recreation system. Schools often have indoor and
outdoor recreation amenities such as playgrounds, sports fields, and running tracks, which can be utilized by
the public outside of school hours of operation. Fate has the advantage of being part of two school districts,
Rockwall Independent School District and Royse City Independent School District, with whom shared-use
agreements could be established. There are many examples of similar agreements across the Metroplex.

Goal PP-2
Provide park and recreation amenities that are inclusive and accessible to all residents.

Strategy PP-2.1
Promote diversity in park type and amenities to
allow for a variety of recreation opportunities.
Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Diversity in park type allows for a balance of active and passive recreation opportunities to be incorporated
into the overall park and recreation system. Future parks should be developed in a manner that balances
natural open space for more passive and leisure activities with active spaces that are more heavily programmed
and support amenities such as sports and athletic fields. This can be achieved by appropriately distributing
park types throughout the city to create an accessible network that connects residents to various recreational
amenities and programs. Additionally, the City should explore incorporating park and recreation amenities
that don’t exist in the system today based on user demand and unmet needs to further diversify the park and
recreation system.
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Strategy PP-2.2
Set a target for parks level of service and routinely
update as population grows.
Policy

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

One tool that is used to quantify how well existing park acreage is serving a community is Target Level of
Service (TLOS), a process which was first developed by the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA).
TLOS is shown as a per capita figure such as “X acres per 1,000 residents” and communities usually set
established ranges based on park type. Although this tool can help a community understand how it aligns
against benchmarked communities for park acreage it does not consider the quality of parks. By establishing
a target for park level of service a community will have a measurable goal to evaluate whether the growth of
the park system is commensurate with the growth of the population.

Strategy PP-2.3
Maintain minimum safety and maintenance
standards for all types of parks.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Establishing minimum park safety and maintenance standards is essential for keeping a park system accessible
and enjoyable for all users. Developing standards ensures that these city amenities will continue to serve the
community and increase quality of life. As the park and recreation system grows there will be a large amount
of park acreage, increased number of amenities, and potentially new park types that will require different
levels of service depending on age, size, and type of amenities. Defined standards will support consistent and
equitable efforts towards maintenance and safety in all of Fate’s parks.
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Places to Play (PP)

Strategy PP-2.4
Explore opportunities to provide all-inclusive play
equipment in parks.
Investment

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

It is important for a city to provide all-inclusive play amenities to provide adequate outdoor recreation and play
opportunities for residents of all abilities. A catalyst for developing an inclusive parks and recreation system
is implementing all-inclusive play equipment allowing children, parents, and caregivers to enjoy park space
regardless of physical, mental, or sensory abilities. Cities throughout the DFW Metroplex have increasingly
explored incorporating all-inclusive playgrounds into park spaces, for example Grand Prairie opened the first
phase of Playgrand Adventures in 2020. The design of this park focused on creating an exploratory outdoor
space for users of all abilities with a variety of physical and sensory activities that encourage discovery,
socialization, and exercise. The City should explore opportunities for incorporating all-inclusive play equipment
through community partnerships.

Key Term:
All-inclusive play equipment
All-inclusive play equipment focuses
on providing accessible and
equitable play opportunities for users
of all abilities. These types of play
equipment are designed with physical
accessibility, age and developmental
adaptability, and sensory stimulating
activities in mind. Playgrounds
with inclusive play elements create
welcoming social environments that
allow children, parents, and caregivers
ranging in abilities to interact together
in a shared recreation space.
Playgrand Adventures in Grand Prairie, Texas

Sensory play equipment
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Places to Play (PP)

Strategy PP-2.5
Create development standards for each park
classification to guide future development and
improvement efforts.

Policy

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

Most cities have established park classifications that define the size, amenities, and level of service that
a park is expected to provide. The 2015 Parks and Trails Master Plan established four park types – mini
parks, neighborhood parks, community parks, and HOA amenity parks, with associated guidelines for park
development and improvements for each. These guidelines have laid the framework to create a more robust
set of development standards, which will encourage consistent and equitable park development throughout
the city. Implementing development standards also increases transparency for developers when charged the
park development fee and for residents when plans for new or redeveloped parks are presented. Additionally,
it is important to consider coordination with the HOAs as their parks provide a significant amount of outdoor
recreation amenities, although not accessible by the community at large.

Goal PP-3
Work with partners to offer recreation amenities and programming that address a variety of
community interests.

Strategy PP-3.1
Establish a Parks & Recreation Department as the
park system expands.

Operations

Mid-Term

To be
determined

Fate’s park and recreation system is relatively small compared to most communities in the DFW region; however,
it continues to grow with plans for new parks and improvements to existing parks. Anticipated population growth
in the future will result in an increase in demand for park, trails, and recreation facilities by residents. More
parkland acreage, increased number of facilities, and additional trail mileage will require a greater level of
management than what is needed from City staff today. Establishing a parks and recreation department will
become critical as the system grows over time in order to provide satisfactory park and recreation maintenance,
specialized programming, and delivery of services. The City should consider establishing this department to
proactively absorb recreation system demand and maintenance.
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Strategy PP-3.2
Continue to pursue funding opportunities for the
development, improvement, and maintenance of
parks.

Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

As the city continues to invest in and expand the parks and recreation system it is necessary to pursue funding
opportunities for park development, improvement, and maintenance. Funding can be in the form of city
generated funding such as the general fund, bonds and park development fees; federal, state, and local grant
programs; or building partnerships with private entities. The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) offers
grant program funding for developing new parks and improving existing parks. There are other non-profits
and community organizations that offer grant funding that can be pursued.

Strategy PP-3.3
Assess the feasibility of a multi-generational
recreation center as population growth occurs
and demand for recreation increases.

Study

Long-Term

$50K-$100K

Today, the only public recreation center in Fate is the community center which primarily serves seniors and
the private Mason’s Organizations, and can be rented as a meeting space. Many of the existing residential
neighborhoods have amenity centers with a pool, cardio equipment, weights, and meeting space all of which
are typically found in a municipal recreation center but are not publicly accessible. For a city of Fate’s size
today and projected growth in the future there should be at least one public indoor recreation facility to serve
the needs and demand of residents. Multi-generational recreation centers are the current trend for providing
indoor recreation opportunities in cities today. They are typically larger in size and offer a diverse number of
programs and amenities to meet the needs and interests of residents at all stages of life, beyond the general
capabilities of neighborhood recreation centers. In the future, Fate should assess the feasibility of providing
indoor recreation opportunities in a centrally located multi-generational center as population and demand
increases.
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Strategy PP-3.4
Identify and adopt policies to restore, improve,
and protect key natural resources and wildlife
habitat assets within the city.

Study, Policy

Short-Term

Less than $50K

The majority of land within Fate’s city limits is undeveloped today, which provides the opportunity for the city
to adopt policies now that will protect natural resources and systems and wildlife habitats in the future as more
development occurs. Additionally, these policies can direct future funding and development activities in a way
that improves or restores existing impacts to the natural environment. To help identify areas of natural resource
concern the City should utilize NCTCOG’s Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF), which is a screening and
evaluation tool for identifying potential environmental impact of development in the DFW region.

Case Study
NCTCOG Regional Ecosystem Framework
The Regional Ecosystem Framework (REF) is an environmental data tool developed by the NCTCOG
to help entities screen for potential environmental factors when first pursuing a project. The database
includes information related to critical habitats, wetlands, rare species, historic features, and more. Initially
intended for screening transportation projects, the tool can be used for much more. Based on the results
of the screening from the tool, entities can have a better understanding of what potential permits they
may need from various agencies or determine that the extent of their projects should change to avoid
sensitive environmental areas.
Source: www.nctcog.org/envir/natural-resources/regional-ecosystem-framework
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Places to Play (PP)

Strategy PP-3.5
Explore the feasibility of developing a sports
complex within Fate to serve as a regional draw.
Study

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

One of the current trends for many cities is to support efforts for sports tourism opportunities by developing
tournament level complexes. Sports tourism is a great way to attract visitors from all over the Metroplex and
potentially the state to Fate. Sports tourism can also be a revenue generator as visitors will likely visit local
businesses and stay in hotels that are convenient to the sports complex. As Fate’s population and sports and
athletic demand continues to grow a feasibility study should be conducted to determine the potential success
and regional draw that a sports complex would generate.

High Priority Strategies
Of the 15 strategies identified for managed places to play, one of them is identified as high priority. This strategy should
be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.5. Implementing agencies and
community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as well. This strategy represents
key near-term next steps for realizing places to play within the community.
Table 1.5 | Places to Play High Priority Strategies
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Reference
Number

Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

PP-1.2

Regularly review fees and land dedication requirements
to ensure open space is preserved and that the
requirements reflect the true cost of constructing a park
with amenities

City Manager

Parks & Rec Advisory
Board, City Council
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Economic Opportunity
Introduction
Economic opportunity refers to both a strong business
climate within a community as well as having
opportunities available for all residents to be successful
in terms of prosperity. As discussed in the Community
Assessment, there is not a substantial amount of retail
or office development in Fate today. This impacts many
aspects; first, the City receives less funding through
sales tax from residents and visitors shopping at local
stores; and second, this results in the majority of the
labor force in Fate to go to other communities to work.
The City has made great strides towards emphasizing
economic development recently, which is evident by the
new mixed-use retail development being constructed on
the south side of I-30. The goals associated with this
value statement are focused on business recruitment,
retention, and expansion, encourage growth of
commercial, retail, and office, and ensuring effective
communication with developers.
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The overarching value statement for economic
opportunity (below) was developed based on input
from the public, CPAC, elected and appointed officials,
and staff.
“Fate will be business-friendly and support
efforts to give all residents the opportunity to
be prosperous.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to economic opportunity in Fate today and details
the goals and strategies associated with economic
growth as they were presented in the Community
Implementation section of Volume I.
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Key Issues & Opportunities
Fate faces some key issues and opportunities related to economic opportunity as it pertains to regional competitiveness
and retail leakage. As discussed in the Community Assessment Appendix and in the Policy Manual, some of
the key issues and opportunities are as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Competing for the same
market share with established
neighboring communities
(Rockwall, Royse City, etc.)

• Mitigating retail leakage to
neighboring communities

• Lack of commercial gravity to
attract retail and office uses
• High growth but lower density
population growth compared to
primary market

• Build upon the activation and
development of Downtown
• Large commercial sites with key
corridor frontage will enable Fate
to plan and align development to
create a smart, more balanced,
and “complete community”

• Majority of labor force travels
outside of Fate for work

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were
presented that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes
each of the economic opportunity strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on
pages 63-64 of the Policy Manual for a summary table of the economic opportunity strategies.
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Economic Opportunity (EO)

Goal EO-1
Promote a diverse and thriving economy through business recruitment, retention, and expansion.

Strategy EO-1.1
Promote Fate as a destination for business and
retail development.
Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Business recruitment is considered a key pillar of economic development organizations. The recruitment process
is primarily concerned with attracting new businesses to the city, while Business Retention & Expansion (BR&E)
is an economic development strategy focused on proactively connecting with existing businesses to better
understand and respond to local business needs. Traditional business recruitment efforts have historically focused
on attracting prospective businesses to available land or speculative buildings, but a modernized approach
must also compete on a quality of life, multi-modal connectivity, broad housing choices, and availability of
labor basis.
Fate can increase local employment opportunities by investing in the attraction factors and in its talent base
through specialized technical training for new and existing employees, expanding technical knowledge through
focused seminars, workshops, demonstrations, etc., and building connections between existing workforce and
education/skills development programs, starting at the independent school districts through future four-year
programs.
Fate’s commitment to high-quality destination-oriented development will create a competitive advantage as
Fate continues to evolve from a suburban community to a choice destination for new businesses and corporate
headquarters. Establishing greater brand awareness to organizations focused on industry attraction (NTCAR,
ICSC, ULI, NAIOP, TDA, TML, etc.) will help promote Fate as a top-tier destination.

Strategy EO-1.2
Target innovative and niche businesses to
establish in Fate.
Policy

Ongoing

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Fate is well positioned to attract unique and niche businesses, spanning from regional anchors to downtown
operators. Success will depend on building programs to support entrepreneurship through incubators, assisting
small businesses to locate in Fate, recruiting unique targeted businesses, and supporting emerging Fate-grown
opportunities in a grow your own business retention program.
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Strategy EO-1.3
Develop a streamlined process to facilitate
opening a business in Fate for local entrepreneurs.

Operations

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

Opening a new business is inherent with risk and challenges. The City should consider implementing a program
to approve collaboration between and align multiple departments within the City responsible for approving
a particular development project. An expedited permitting process reduces developer cost at low or no cost
to the City. In addition, the City can create a concierge type service that can help guide applicants through
necessary permits and through the entitlement process.

Strategy EO-1.4
Focus on implementing the strategies identified
in the Regional Economic Development Strategic
Plan.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

NCTCOG completed a 2016 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) that outlined five major
strategic areas projected to play a critical role in the future development of the North Central Texas region.
These include: education & workforce development; strengthening economic competitiveness, including business
attraction and retention, in the global economy; fostering a climate and culture that promotes entrepreneurship;
maintaining and improving a robust transportation and public infrastructure network; and maintaining and
improving the quality of life that makes North Central Texas such a great place to live, work, and raise a
family. To achieve the goals associated with each of these topics, a separate list of objectives can be found
within the report. Alignment with NCTCOG CEDS goals will create a coordinated and focused approach to
regional economic development and increase access to funding, such as EDA grants, and regional funding.

Key Term:
Regional Economic Development Strategic Plan
Also known as a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS), this plan is not intended
to provide guidance to individual cities and counties about what they need to be doing in their
economic development programs; rather, it allows stakeholders to look at the North Central
Texas region as unit of cities and counties that compete globally for employers and workers, and
therefore has a focus on capacity-building strategies like transportation, infrastructure, education
and healthcare, in addition to housing and environmental issues.
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Economic Opportunity (EO)

Strategy EO-1.5
Support development of a communications
program that keeps business owners informed of
construction efforts as I-30 is expanded.

Operations

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

A Communications Plan describes the processes and procedures for communication of project information
between the stakeholders and TxDOT for the I-30 Expansion Project, including potential closures, extent of
construction, and timelines. Informative, timely, and concise communication are the most essential aspects to
building trust and relationships among the community’s numerous stakeholders, especially within the context
of road construction. A communications plan that outlines the background, goals and objectives, and key
milestones may be created and distributed to all parties that will be potentially affected by construction.
Successful implementation of the Communications Plan will enable communication to interested parties
(including the public); will put in place external communications structures, procedures, and practices to enable
a two-way flow of information; will provide transparent and accountable updates; and will resolve potential
questions and concerns. Coordinated deployment of communications from the city’s end through the website,
social media, and alternative methods will facilitate the process and foster a sense of trust. The City can create
a database of existing businesses to assist with targeted communications, which can be used to address local
construction, emergency purposes, and other communication.

Case Study
I-635 E Reconstruction Project
TxDOT has recently initiated a major reconstruction
project for I-635 from US 75 to I-30. This is a very
heavily traveled corridor and many businesses
have already been impacted or will be impacted
with this project. An easily navigable project
website has been set up that highlights project
contact information, roadway closures, job
opportunities, and more. Additionally, a Business
Task Force has been established to communicate
with local property and business owners about
roadway changes.
Source: https://635east.com/business-task-force/
I-30/FM 551 Intersection
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Goal EO-2
Encourage growth of commercial, retail, office, and light industrial uses to support the
residential base.

Strategy EO-2.1
Support development that maximizes “complete
community” principles for people living and
working in Fate.

Policy

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

The Future Land Use Map should serve as a guide to inform future development decisions. These decisions
affect almost all aspects that touch people’s everyday lives — their homes, their health, the schools their
children attend, the taxes they pay, their daily commute, the natural environment around them, and the
economic growth within their community. Strategies that enable development to preserve natural and critical
environmental areas, protect water and air quality, and reuse already-developed land should be prioritized.
Reinvesting in existing infrastructure and rehabilitating historic buildings can generate greater value, resulting
in greater returns for the community.
By designing neighborhoods based on complete community principles, the built environment creates “complete
communities” that establish walkable neighborhoods with access to supporting services, jobs, schools, parks,
and other amenities. Enabling options for residents and visitors to walk, bicycle, use public transportation, or
drive as they go about their business enables healthier options and greater mobility options to mitigate reliance
on automobiles.
A range of housing types makes it possible for residents to stay in their neighborhoods as they age, young
people to afford their first home, and families at all stages in between to find a home they can afford. The high
quality of life associated with complete communities allows economic competitiveness, additional business
opportunities, and strengthens the local tax base.

Key Term:
Complete community principle
A philosophy of developing a community where residents can live, work, shop, and play within
the city limits. A complete community contains a wide variety of employment options. It contains
a robust parks and recreation system and a diverse commercial sector. It encourages avoidance
of long commutes and spurs personal and financial investment in a community by its residents.
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Strategy EO-2.2
Explore innovative development tools and
resources that encourage diverse economic
opportunities and support existing businesses.

Operations

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

The city should continually monitor and integrate smart tools and resources that embrace leading edge technology
to transform Fate into a progressive and innovative community. This includes monitoring neighborhood health,
streamlining the development process, accommodating a remote workforce, exploring economic incentives,
and creating more efficient back-office support and public safety. Data can also be used to ensure appropriate
measures are taken for code compliance, including the monitoring of cases and actions, as well as a customer
relationship management (CRM) platform to maintain business continuity and support.

Key Term:
Development tools
Tools used for economic development within the city, including streamlined permitting, financial
incentives, and economic development agreements, among others, to incentivize high-quality
commercial and industrial development in appropriate locations.

Strategy EO-2.3
Provide quality places for employees to live
and retail and entertainment options to become
regionally competitive.

Policy

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

High-quality residential neighborhoods supporting a range of income levels and family types enables residents
to live near their jobs and remain involved in the community as they move through the neighborhood cycle,
even if their income or lifestyle changes. The absence of diverse housing and quality neighborhoods can cause
challenges in attracting workers and businesses, while too much high-end product may create equity issues and
challenges maintaining support and services workers. Therefore, a mix of housing typologies is better suited
to accommodate a complete community. Implementing quality neighborhoods that align with the Future Land
Use Plan and city goals is critical to ensure balanced neighborhoods and building a “complete community.”
One effective method is to partner with various landowners, including issuing RFPs, RFQs or RFEIs to targeted
developers that have experience and capacity to build targeted products. Targeting developers while also
recruiting and generating qualified leads can help nurture the distinct and niche retail and commercial mix
that the City of Fate desires.
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Goal EO-3
Ensure effective communication with developers regarding regulatory requirements and
implementing the vision of the community.

Strategy EO-3.1
Develop policies, programs, and projects that
clearly communicate the community vision with
future developers.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

A clear and concise way to identify what needs to be done is through action planning. The action plan identifies
specifics for each project, a hierarchy of tasks and the parties responsible for implementation, desired timeframes,
human capital, sources of funding, anticipated outcomes, and performance measurement systems for evaluating
each project. These action plans should be publicly available, and the city should be willing to accommodate
variance amongst the plans based on development trends and changing market factors.

Strategy EO-3.2
Continue to communicate with landowners and
developers to achieve the visions developed in
the focus-area plans.

Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

Visions for the focus-area plans are more detailed than the overall community vision but must fit within the
greater picture of the community vision. The city will play a major leadership role in the implementation of the
focus-area plans. It is critical that the messaging and vision of each focus-area plan is promoted to, coordinated
with, and facilitated through the public to achieve the desired results. Communicating their roles, providing
technical support, and marketing development opportunities are all necessary steps to ensuring the fulfillment
of the established visions. Opening regular communication lines with key landowners and developers will
ensure they are aligned with the vision. One way to achieve this may be to hold a regularly scheduled developer
symposium to align new ideas and ensure consensus amongst all parties.
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Economic Opportunity (EO)

Strategy EO-3.3
Create strategies for developing or redeveloping
vacant and underutilized properties in a manner
that is more productive.

Policy

Long-Term

No Additional
Costs

The first step in developing or redeveloping vacant and underutilized properties is identification of those
properties and each property’s characteristics. An interactive map where all those properties are aggregated
makes it easier to strategize and prioritize internally. Several property characteristics should be shown in a
property description or overlaid on the map including size, ownership, owner representative (i.e., broker), for
sale/lease/ground lease, sale or lease asking price, easements, survey, utilities, issues, existing uses, restricted
uses, zoning cases, improvements, special taxing or incentive districts, current zoning, future land use map
designation, access and transportation, existing leases or encumbrances, and qualitative notes. Staff should
prioritize properties and identify what they believe the most appropriate and market-sensitive use would be
for each property.
If the property is city owned, it is helpful to select a developer through a strategic search by distributing Requests
for Proposals, Requests for Qualifications, or Requests for Expression of Interest. From this a list of developers
should be made up that the City believes would build a product that is commensurate with the quality and
location of the property.
Property that is not city owned is often left vacant or underutilized because the landowner does not have a vision
or concept of what to do with the property. Assistance from the City to collaborate on a vision that aligns with
the FLUP and city goals and then presenting that vision to developers in the format of an RFP/RFQ/RFEI is a
large part of the activation process. This vision may go through some revisions during conversations between
the City, landowner, and developer. Conversations about the property with the landowner will clarify reasons
why the property is currently vacant or underutilized. The landowner may have previously had the property
under contract, but the deal fell through for several reasons including the inability to get entitlements, inability
to finance, or other external market factors.
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High Priority Strategies
Of the 11 strategies identified for economic opportunity, three of them are identified as high priority. These are strategies
that should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.6. Implementing
agencies and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as well. These
strategies represent key near-term next steps for realizing economic opportunity within the community.

Table 1.6 | Economic Opportunity High Priority Strategies
Reference
Number

Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

EO-1.2

Target innovative and niche businesses to establish in
Fate.

City Manager (Econ.
Dev.)

Rockwall Area
& Royse City
Chambers

EO-1.3

Develop a streamlined process to facilitate opening a
business in Fate for local entrepreneurs.

City Manager
(Econ. Dev.)

Finance; Planning &
Development

EO-1.5

Support development of a communications program
that keeps business owners informed of construction
efforts as I-30 is expanded.

TxDOT

City Manager (Econ.
Dev); Rockwall
Area & Royse City
Chambers
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Vibrant Downtown
Introduction
The downtown for most cities is the hub for businesses,
a place for the community to gather, and where much
of the city character and history resides. As a more
recent community in the DFW Metroplex, Fate has a
downtown with the potential and adaptability to be
transformed into a destination for residents, businesses,
and visitors. Today, there are many exciting development
and redevelopment projects occurring in Downtown
Fate and the city should leverage this in the future to
continue to create vibrant downtown. Creating a vibrant
downtown requires spaces that are pedestrian-friendly,
a variety of uses, and places for people to gather and
spend time.
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The overarching value statement for vibrant downtown
(below) was developed based on input from the public,
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC),
elected and appointed officials, and staff.
“Fate will have a destination downtown that
is the hub of the community for residents and
visitors alike.”
This section outlines the key issues and opportunities
related to creating and maintaining a vibrant
downtown in Fate today and details the goals and
strategies associated with a vibrant downtown as they
were presented in the Community Implementation
section of Volume I.
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Key Issues & Opportunities
For many cities the downtown is the hub of the community and reflects the history of the city. As cities expand further
towards the city limits, downtowns can lose their vibrancy. More details on specific downtown issues can be found in
the Community Assessment Appendix and in the Policy Manual. Some of the key issues and opportunities are
as follows:

Issues:

Opportunities:

• Lack of places for people to
gather in downtown today

• Continue the momentum from
ongoing development and local
business growth

• Lack of diversity in businesses to
attract people at all times of day
• Limited opportunity to live, work,
and play in downtown

• Enhance walkability by expanding
the existing sidewalk network
• Create a brand for downtown
through placemaking and
community events

Implementation Framework
Part III of the Policy Manual focused on implementation of the plan vision; a series of action tables were presented
that encompassed the strategies related to each overarching value statement. This section describes each of the vibrant
downtown strategies in more detail. Please refer to the implementation action tables on pages 65-66 of the Policy
Manual for a summary table of the vibrant downtown strategies.
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Vibrant Downtown (VD)

Goal VD-1
Encourage business and retail development downtown that are destinations for residents and
visitors.

Strategy VD-1.1
Seek public private partnerships for continued
development of downtown.
Operations

As development of downtown is projected to
continue it would be advantageous for the
City to pursue public-private partnerships to
assist with future development. These types
of partnerships involve collaboration between
the city and a private entity in order to fund,
construct, and operate developments in a
manner that is efficient. In the future, new
roadways, pedestrian facilities, and utilities will
need to be improved and/or implemented in
various areas throughout downtown, which can
quickly become too capital-intensive for the
city. Establishing these partnerships will allow
the city to continue its development efforts in
an efficient manner while providing necessary
public facilities and services.

Ongoing

High Priority

To be
determined

Key Term:
Public-private partnerships
Public-private partnerships are long-term
agreements between a governmental agency and
a private company. They are typically formed in
order to finance, develop, operate and maintain
development of large-scale government projects
such as parks, public transportation network, and
infrastructure. These partnerships work when a
city is unable to take on a project that is financially
burdensome but there is private interest capable
of providing funding in exchange for operating
profits.

Strategy VD-1.2
Promote downtown as the hub for new and local
businesses.
Policy

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

In recent years Fate has attracted a handful of new local businesses to downtown. This is primarily attributed
to the development of the Villages at Fate, which is a three-story mixed-use building that has residential units
above first floor retail spaces. Since opening all of the available retail spaces have been occupied by local
businesses. With ongoing plans to develop available space in downtown this presents an opportunity for the
City to continue to promote downtown as a place for local businesses to locate and thrive. Today, there is a
group dedicated to supporting the downtown business community that closely communicates with City staff in
efforts to continue to create successful local businesses in downtown. This partnership between local business
owners and City staff is a unique aspect to Fate and should be leveraged in the future as a benefit for new
business wishing to open in downtown.
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Strategy VD-1.3
Allow for live-work spaces within the downtown
core place type.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

The Downtown Core place type, as detailed in the Policy Manual, focuses on providing a mix of residential
and non-residential land uses promoting a live, work, and play environment through the development of mixeduse building types. Anticipated growth in the future will create change in lifestyle preferences, and the desire
for affordable spaces in which residents can both live and operate a business will likely increase, especially
as remote work and e-commerce have become more prevalent. The trend of live-work spaces has become
popular in urban areas of cities and creates the opportunities for new businesses to establish and increase the
number of residents living in downtown without requiring additional space. Allowing for this flexibility in use
of space allows for buildings to be adaptable over time and positively impact occupancy rates. Additionally,
live-work spaces can serve as a transition between higher density development and more moderate density
residential uses.

Key Term:
Live-work spaces
Live-work spaces, also referred to a zero-commute housing, are spaces that permit the occupant
to live and conduct business within the same rented or owned space. These are typically found in
more urban mixed-use areas and require planning regulations to specify where it is most appropriate
to allow for these combined use spaces. Live-work spaces have been a tool for repurposing
large industrial or commercial buildings in older cities and can be used to provide flexibility and
adaptability of newly constructed mixed-use buildings.
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Strategy VD-1.4
Support mixed-use development as identified in
the downtown focus area plan.
Policy

Short-Term

High Priority

No Additional
Costs

The Downtown Focus Area builds upon the parameters established for the Dynamic Neighborhood and
Downtown Core place types, promoting moderate-to-high densities and a mix of residential, retail, and office
uses. As detailed in the Focus Area Plans Appendix the Downtown Focus Area concept identifies three
total sub-districts. Two of the sub-districts, Downtown Center and Downtown General, best support mixeduse development These two sub-districts focus on creating density and accommodating a variety of uses to
provide flexibility and adaptability in downtown. Future development occurring in downtown should support and
encourage mixed-use development types to reflect the focus area plan vision. As the community and cultural
hub of the city, it is crucial that spaces in downtown are able to easily change over time to accommodate new
uses in order to remain a vibrant environment.

Downtown Focus Area Map
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Goal VD-2
Continue investment in public spaces and infrastructure to create a family- and businessfriendly downtown.

Strategy VD-2.1
Perform a parking audit during an event to
determine parking issues and future strategies.

Study

Short-Term

High Priority Less than $50K

As one of the goals for creating a vibrant downtown is focused on activating the area through community
events, one of the issues likely to arise is lack of parking. To better understand parking needs in downtown
during times of high utilization, specifically community events, a parking audit should be conducted. Parking
audits determine the degree to which existing parking inventory is serving demand. Through a parking audit
a city can determine where there are parking issues, the demand that events hosted in downtown create, and
develop future strategies to mitigate problems. Beyond solving parking issues, a parking audit can additionally
create a safer environment for multi-modal navigation by establishing a clear parking network through resources
like wayfinding signage, pedestrian facilities, and maps posted at key locations.

Case Study
Downtown
Wayfinding

McKinney

Parking

&

The City of McKinney has a bustling downtown
and conducts a parking study every five years
to assess the change in supply and demand for
parking. The latest parking study conducted in
2019 recommended improvements to online
outreach to increase awareness of public parking
options in downtown. The City created an online
map that shows the different types of parking
facilities (lots, on-street, and garage) and all of
the major destinations within downtown. The
map also highlights where commonly sought
amenities like public restrooms and ATM’s are
located.

Downtown McKinney Parking & Wayfinding Map
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Strategy VD-2.2
Identify opportunities to provide community
services and programs in downtown as the
population continues to grow.

Operations

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

As mentioned previously, downtown is a place for all residents to enjoy and gather in, therefore community
services and programs should be provided in downtown. Making services and programs accessible in downtown
promotes quality of life and provides additional reasons for residents to utilize downtown. As the city grows
there will be a strain on existing services as demand increases, and new residents may introduce desire for
additional services and programs that are found in peer communities. Today, the existing public facilities in
downtown include the community center, which primarily service senior activities and Old Downtown Park,
which is currently under development to provide additional public programs and amenities. Additional programs
and services that the city can look into providing in the future include a public library, community recreation
center, volunteer opportunities, and other resources.

Strategy VD-2.3
Codify the residential uses and intensities for
downtown as identified in the downtown focus
area.

Regulation

Short-Term

No Additional
Costs

The Downtown Focus Area recommends a range of residential densities depending on the designated subdistrict. Residential uses that are moderate-to-high density should be in the Downtown Center and Downtown
General sub-districts, while smaller scale residential developments would be more appropriate in the Downtown
Residential sub-district. Language should be adopted in an update to the UDO reflecting the development
parameters for different residential development intensities for the three sub-districts in the focus area plan. These
parameters include, but are not limited to, building height, streetscape design, street frontage, configuration
of blocks, and parking.

Downtown Focus Area Residential Development
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Strategy VD-2.4
Assess alternative locations for the downtown
DPS station to utilize the space for other
opportunities.

Study

Mid-Term

No Additional
Costs

As mentioned in Strategy MG-3.2, there is currently only one police and fire station in Fate located downtown
at the DPS Station. As the city grows it will likely become increasingly important to establish multiple police
and fire station locations throughout the city to maintain service standards. If the decision is made to create
separate police and fire departments (see Strategy MG-3.1 ) and establish additional locations, it would be
prudent for the city to asses an alternative use of the current downtown DPS station. The current station is a
relatively new building in the core of downtown that has the potential to be repurposed into a use that is more
accessible to the public. In the Downtown Focus Area plan in the Focus Area Plans Appendix, there are
several strategic opportunities identified, one of these opportunities looks at reimagining the DPS station into
an indoor/outdoor event space. Transforming the DPS station into a community gathering space will contribute
to the goal of activating downtown. The building is in a prime location across from the Villages at Fate.

Goal VD-3
Activate downtown through the promotion of community events, projects, and programming.

Strategy VD-3.1
Develop downtown specific branding and
wayfinding.

Investment

Mid-Term

$100K-$500K

Branding helps to create familiarity and helps residents and visitors easily recognize when they’ve entered into
a defined area or district of the city such as downtown. A successful brand is achieved by focusing on the
value, services, or activity the defined area provides to residents, business owners, and visitors. Developing a
brand specific to Downtown Fate can further help the city in efforts to establish a unique identity, attract new
businesses, and advertise downtown events. Building upon the downtown brand, the city can implement a
wayfinding program that enables residents and visitors to easily navigate and explore downtown by providing
information about key destinations. As stated in Strategy DI-1.3, wayfinding signage should be legible,
accessible, and predictable to create a positive user experience.
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Strategy VD-3.2
Activate downtown by supporting annual and
seasonal community events.

Policy/Operations

Ongoing

Less than $50K

Community events are a great way to activate downtown, especially when they happen on an annual or seasonal
basis, keeping the calendar full of events year-round. Hosting events throughout the year will provide consistent
opportunities that encourage residents and visitors to come and experience downtown Fate. Establishing
signature events that are anticipated by the community will highlight downtown as a destination locally and
regionally. Variety in the type of events that are held will also create an inclusive community striving to address
the interests of all residents. Community-wide events also help to establish a strong sense of identity for a city
and its residents.

Strategy VD-3.3
Support developments and improvements that
enhance walkability to and within downtown.

Policy

Ongoing

No Additional
Costs

An important component of a vibrant downtown is creating a safe and accessible pedestrian environment. The
key to a pedestrian-friendly environment is walkability which is achieved through the implementation of facilities
such as wide sidewalks and safe intersection crossings. As development continues downtown it is important that
appropriate pedestrian facilities are incorporated and as redevelopment happens existing facilities should be
enhanced to reflect the standard of newer facilities. Improved pedestrian facilities will provide non-motorized
routes for residents and visitors to utilize within and to downtown.
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Strategy VD-3.4
Explore various local, state, or national
designations for downtown such as historic or
cultural.

Operations

Mid-Term

No Additional
Costs

The city should explore opportunities for local, state, and even national designations for the downtown to
leverage Fate’s unique character. Designations provide an opportunity for a community to be recognized for its
unique qualities and destinations, whether culturally or historically significant in nature. The Texas Commission
on the Arts (TCA) is a state art agency that offers a cultural designation program recognizing communities that
are actively expanding and investing in art and creativity. The Texas Main Street Program is another program
that provides resources and provides connections for making improvements in Texas downtowns.

Strategy VD-3.5
Implement tactical urbanism or catalytic projects
to explore the feasibility of new uses.
Investment/Study

Ongoing

High Priority Less than $50K

Tactical urbanism or catalytic projects are planning strategies that are utilized to assess the feasibility of
introducing new uses into an established space through temporary projects. In the Downtown Focus Area plan
(see Focus Area Plans Appendix) some strategic opportunities included a parklet catalytic project. In this
project temporary parklets are added to existing on-street parking spaces, resulting in an extension of usable
public space that can serve as additional outdoor dinning or seating for surrounding business and activating
the building frontage and sidewalks in downtown. Tactical urbanism projects are a great way for a city to test
the potential for new uses in a cost-effective manner and introduce the public to future alternative for spaces
in downtown. These types of projects can be produced over time as new ideas are presented to the city in the
future.

Key Term:
Tactical urbanism
This approach to city planning initiatives often
comes from a city, organization, citizen, or
neighborhood idea for creating change in city
spaces that better serve, engage, or protect the
community. These projects are done on a shortterm, low-cost basis to be catalyst for long-term
change. These projects should be highly visible
and can vary in degree of formality, all striving
for community acceptance to initiate permanent
project implementation.

Example of a parklet
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High Priority Strategies
Of the 13 strategies identified for managed places to play, five of them are identified as high priority. This strategy
should be prioritized for implementation based on level of importance, as shown in Table 1.7. Implementing agencies
and community partners that can assist with realizing the strategies are shown in the table as well. This strategy
represents key near-term next steps for realizing a vibrant downtown within the community.
Table 1.7 | Vibrant Downtown High Priority Strategies
Reference
Number
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Strategy

Implementing
Agency

Partners

VD-1.1

Seek public-private partnerships for continued
development of downtown.

City Manager
(Econ. Dev.)

Rockwall Area
& Royse City
Chambers

VD-1.2

Promote downtown as the hub for new and local
businesses.

City Manager
(Econ. Dev.)

Rockwall Area
& Royse City
Chambers

VD-1.4

Support mixed-use development as identified in the
downtown focus area plan

Planning &
Development

City Council,
Planning & Zoning
Commission

VD-2.1

Perform a parking audit during an event to determine
parking issues and future strategies.

Public Works

Planning &
Development

VD-3.5

Implement tactical urbanism or catalytic projects to
explore the feasibility of new uses.

Planning &
Development

City Manager
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